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Note.

IM the 13th Century A-D- Zoology or the Science of animals

and birds, was first composed bo extensively, in India by the famous

Jain Poet, Hams®dleva in Sanskrit Language comprising nearly 1700

Slokas in Anushtup metre. Before this, this kind of work could never

be found in India as far as I have seen, save
u Varahamiuira" in which

auch, description given, is not so extensively as this, 'bat very briefly

in respect of all aniimte objects, as well,a few of the inan :mat3 objects-

Mountains and the like— I think, it is not out of place and exagge-

ration if I am permitted to say-that a few authors of the Western

Countries—Messrs A.D. Imras, M.A..,. D. Sc, and Alexander Macalis-

ter, M.D-* and others, have fully described the natural qualities etc.,

fo Lions and a few other animals; but, none of them have given age

limit of animals and birds. It is, therefore, very gratifying to say that.

Hamsadeva has given age limit to all animals and birds even to hen

and other smaller birds. It in also compliment iry to note with un-

bounded joy that this Zoology is a 1 asiaot to Indh—in whuh country

this work and myself are born—nay, it in a gem to be adorned by the*

other parts of the world' The oppsrtunity given to the said Jain

Poet for writing this Science ia very well described in pages 1 and 2

of this worio

The original work was about to disappear from this world; when

Pandit Sreeman Vijayaraghavachariar (Epigraphist,) who has the

broad mindedncsfl to see its translation and original text published

broad-cast in India and other parts of the world, saved it from its

death and supplied copies oE th& original text (in manuscript) to

His Highness The Mmharaja of Travaneore for the use of the State

Museum and to Dr. Caseywood of McGill University of Montreal city



(In N. America.) The said Pandiijea has also taken much pains for im-

bibing the sprit or essence 0! the original work into the mine! of its

translator who has to the best of his ability, followed the original work

to produce this. My thanks axe chiefly due to the said' Panditjee and

also to the translator Mr. M. SuEdaracharinr and the publisher

Mr. V, Krishnaswamy.

I have no doubt, that MAHARAJAS, IM JAS, NOBLES,

NAWABS, PBOFESSOBS, Students and others who admire deecrip.

tions of the beauties of nature and qualities of ffiimals and birds,

will not go without patting the said PanditJee .and encouraging by

parchaising copies of this work. 1 believe and also hope that readers

will be so generous as not to mind the gramatical mistakes, style and

other drawbacks in publishing this book and care only for its essence,

as Swan takes milk alone from a mixture of w.iter and milk,

T. SRINIVASABAGHAVACHAKLtf'

Bezwada
}

Editor of the late weekly Telugii

10th December' 1927/
journal ''Swaraj", Author of

1 elugu Dramas anil compiler to the
A nclh ra-Prasakshara-N igl lan invu.

(Dictionary.)
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PREFACE.

It ib a great asset to the Oriental Scholars at large and

Professors of Zoology in particular in bringing out the Mriga-Pakshi-

Sastra in Manuscript for th.9 first time by wall-known Pandit

V. VijayaraghavacliaryA Epigraphiat, and published, later ou by

Mt V. Krishaswamy. There was an opportunity to bring out the same

MSS. and to publish with an English or German translation by the

profound Scholar Dr.Otto Scherader, Ph.D.formerly Director, Adyar

Library, Madras, and now, Professor of Sanskrit in the University of

Koil, Germany, if the Great War of 1914 would not have occured and

even if he would not have interned at Ahamednagar in India, at

that time. It is a good thing for having secured only one copy of

Batmadeva's work of Ittth Century A.D.,and for having published the

text in Devanagari Script as it is and also been translated into English

in the same style of the author, in simple Language, by Mr. M. Sua-

daraoharya even without rcfering to the inodorn books written by the

Western Naturalists or Indian authors. This is one of the earliest

•.York ever published in Sanskrit in the subject of Zoology.

I hope, this may be widly read by the Sfcudeuts and Scholars,

since it is found very useful and may bo adorned for ail public Libraries

in India, Europe, America, and other modern cultural iamds in the

Universe.

.Religious' Camp, \

twlsi chat, I T. V- LAKSHMI NIUSIMHACHAEYA.
Benares, U. P. J





TABLE NO 1.

This table shows the three qualities of SaWa, Rajas and Tamas

excepting the first, whieh in seen only in the human beings and the

latter two guuan are the chief characteristic features of all animals

and birdn.

SANSKRIT. ENGLISH.

Satwa-gnna—Tlie qualities of excellence or goodness.

Brajo-guna =The qualities of much passion and pride.

Taiuo-guna--The qualities of mental darkness.

I (a) The following animals and birds have »Raja*a-Uttnma quality

[Superior in II cUifh]

11 Sarari birds1 Lions

'2 Elephants.

.'{ HorHea

<) C«.,Y'?i

(') Swan

7 Buddy-geeae

3 Baraea birds

l
.i Balaka birds

lOOhakora birds

12 Ohataka birds

13 Garrida birds

14 PjuroU

]n Peacocks

17 Pigeons

Ifi Blue-jays

19 Ohataka birds and

20 Karetu birds

* For variety, colour, time of full passion, delivery time, temper,

mam food, ulmont age etc., see the statistical table annexed at the

end of this book.



(b) The following animals and birds have Rajasa-Madhyama quality^

[Middle in II Class]

1 Tigers 3 Deer and

2 Go its 4 Hawks

(c) The followiag animals and birds have Hajasa-Adhama quality.

[Inferior in 1 1 class]

1 Hyenas 3 BhirioceroBes and

2 Bears 4 Buffaloes

II (a) The following animals and birds have Thamasa-Ufctaraa quality,

[Superior in III Class]

1 Camels 4 Cocks

2 Wolves 5 Wagtails and

6 DogK ... C> Skv-lar^R

(b) The following animals and birda have Tamasa-MadLyatua quality,

[MWaie ia III Class.]

1 Eagles 6 Tittiri birds

2 Craues 7 Kukkubha birds

Owls 8 Lava birds

4 Kansika birds 9 Koyashti birds and

5 Plava birds 10 Harita birds

(c) The following animals and birds have Tamaaa-Adhama quality.

[Inferior in III Class]

1 Asses 6 B,ats

2 Boars 7 flares

3 Monkey
B 8 Crows

4 Jackals 9 Heron and

fi Cats 10 Darwaghata birds-

u



TABLE -NO. 2.

This table shows the utmost age of Animals and Birds men-,

tioned in this Zoology.

Name.



TABLE NO 3

This table shows the main fce ap3r and tribute of all Animals

and Birds acccording to this Zoology-

A. The following animals and birds have cruel and. hot temper,

1 Lions 4 Bhinoceroses

2 Boars 5 Wolves and

8 Tigers 6 Monkeys

B. The following Animals and Birds have bad and mean temper.

1 Hyenas 4 Hares

2 Boars 5 Jackals and

3 Rats 6 Oats

C. The following Animals and Birds have dull nature.



TABEL NO- 4

This table contains chiefly Sanskrit proper Haines of all animals

and birds with th® varieties of their group, described iu this hook.

Page.

13

46

42

26

25

69

07

88

95

101

97

80

99

41

113

66

87

19

129

13

114

36

130

Name

.



Chakora

Chakra

Ckakranga

Gbaranayudha

Cbataka

Cbataka

Ohamara

Chasha

Chhaga

Chi) la

Chirajivin

China

Chuchunduru

Dantavala

Danti

Damshtri

Paseraka

Pakshayya

Darvaghata

Dronakaka

Divabhita

Dwirada

Dweepi

Dbenu

Dhumyata

Dhwanksha

Edaka

Boa

Iat variety of Chakora birds 87

2nd variety of Buddy-geese &
2nd variety of Swan ?{)

4th variety of (Jocks 1'JI

1st variety of Chataka birdu S<)

1st variety of Bparrows 1 •,!,'!

1st variety of Babarips />f»

1st variety of BliiP-jayw 1 S

**'

2nd variety of Goats IT

4th variety of Kagios "'*
r
»

Oth variety of Crows I0-J

3rd variety of Sabaries 5?

4th variety of Kate 7(1

2nd variety of Elephants I?

1st variety of Repliants 17

6th variety of Boais :t5

3rd variety of Camels :M)

Und variety of Easels 94

1st variety of Darvs^hata birds l:2f>

11th variety of Grows \(Y.\

3rd variety of Kausika birds Hi7

4th variety of Elephants JM

2nd variety of Timers H

2nd variety of Cows .{r>

3rd variety of Kalinga birds l;iO

5th variety of Grown loo

"e

5th variety of Goats 4$

13th variety 'of Deer 54



G

Gftja



K

Kandali

Kapofca

Karkaretu

Karetu

Karata

Kalavinka

Kalarava

Kalahamsa

Kalinga

Kahwa

Kaka

Kadamba

Kawara

Kakola

Kikidivi

Kilt

Jleera

Koesa

Kukknta

Kukkutbha

Kuncha

Kukkxua

Kuranga

Kurantaka

Krakavaku

Kr.iBhnasara

2nd variety of FUb tries

lit variety of Monkeys

3rd variety of Pigeons

2nd variety of larotu-Birdn

1st variety of Karetn- Birds

Snd variety of Crows

1st variety of Kaluga*! Urdu

2nd variety of PigtwiH

7th variety of Swan

2mi variety of Hparrowa

1st variety of Kabwa-Birds

lab variety of crows

fi!,h variety of Swan

•"Ith variety of Buffaloes

1'jf.h variety of crows

iiud variety of Rlue-.Tayw

Gth variety of Boars

2nd variety of Parrots

7th varioty of Monkeys

!>rd varioty of oorka

A kind of Bird

2nd variety of Kahwa-Birdtf

2nd variety of Dojjh

2nd variety of 0(t*ftr

2nd variety of Horon-Birdu

1st variety of (Jocks

6th variety of Daar

— viii —

57

us*

HI

124

mi

117

Bl

133

97

5)0

HI

:iy

103

no

10U

01

121

VM

'.)7

7*1

r,
>

j-:6

120

51



Kramolaka

Koki

JtXvjBilixJl

Koka.

Kokila

Koshfcra

Koyashti

Kola

Kansika

Krauneha

Khanjarita

Khanjana

Khadga

Khara

Lava

Lmiaya

Lohapristha

Markata

Matangaja

Manda<£uja

Mayui a

Mallikakwha

Mahan^a

Mahisha

Mahoksha

2nd variety of camels

Gth variety of Peacocks

5th variety of Lions

2nd variety of Wolves

1st variety of Buddy-G-ecse

3rd variety ®f cuckoos

4th variety of Jackals

A kind of Bird

3rd variety of Boar

1st variety of Kansika- Birds

1st variety of cranes

1st variety of Wagtails

2nd variety of Wagta-ils

2nd variety of Bhinoceroses

2nd variety of Assess

A kind of Bird

ind variety of Buflaloea

3 Hi variety of Keren-Birds

M
Gth variety of Monkeys

,10fch variety of Elephants

7Lh variety of Elephants

lBt variety of Poaeocku

5th variety of Swan

4th variety of camels

1st. variety of Buffaloes

Obh variety o r Bulls

29

115

5

72

83

111

64

132

34

106

90

X.AO

128

15

32

132

38

125

60

21

20

113

81

30

38

43



Marjala

Manasavasi

Masbake

Medaka

Mesh a

Mriga

Mrigada

Mrigagaja

Mrigendra

Mrigadhurfca

Mrigadamsaka

Maukali

Nisatana

Nil&kantba

Nynku

Otuh

2nd variety of cafes

3rd variety of Swan

3rd variety of Bats

5th variety of eats (civet cats)

3rd variety of goats

1st variety of Dear

2nd variety of Hyenas

8th variety of Elephants

2nd variety of lions

2nd variety of Jackal w

4th variety of Dogs (HonMi)

10th variety of crows

N

4th variety of Kausika Bird®

3rd variety of Paacobks

8th variety of Deer

o
3rd variety of Cats

fifl

79

m
67

47

GO

n

•20

4

63

74

102

107

1M

67

Panchawya

Pannagari

Padmi

Parabhrit

Parabhrit

Paravata

Pika

Priyaka

Pushkara

3rd variety of Lions

3rd variety of Canada-Birds

Hth variety of Elephants

7th variety of crows

2nd variety of cuck«oa

1st variety of Pigeons

4th variety of cuckooR

4th variety of Sabaries

1st variety of Sarasa Birds

0.{

±>,

101

in

117

m
m



Fechaka 3rd variety of Owls

Phfiru 6th variety of Jackals

Petri 4th variety of Boars

IMiWu, A kind of Bird

Plavanga 2nd variety of Monkeys

R

JRiksha 1st variety of Bears

Eishabha 3rd variety of Bulk

Ranku 10th variety of Deer

Rathanga 3rd variety of Ruddy-Geese

Rajahamfla 4th variety of Swan

Rama 3rd variety ot Mask deer

Rasabha 3rd variety of Asses

Rura 7th variety of Deer

Rohitaksha 11th variety of Deer

e.

Satapatra 2nd variety of Darwaghata-Birds

Sarubara Uth variety of Deer

Sarabha '2nd variety of Musk deer

Salya 3rd variety of Wild-Boars

Sasaa. The Hares

Sasada 2nd variety of Syona- Birds

RaKhamriga 3rd variety of Monkeys

Rardula 1st variety of Tigers

Sarika 3rd variety of Parrots

Bwanah 1st variety of Dogs

Rwavit 1st variety of Wild Boars

105

64

35

131

59

12

42

53

84

80

5ft

32

52

53

1-20

53

55

37

70

93

59

8

109

73

86

— xi —



Vanchaka 3rd variety of Jackals

Vanapriya 1st variety of cuckoos

Vananka 8th variety of Monkeys

Varaha 1st; variety of Boars "!

Valtmukha 4th variety of Monkeys

Vaka Sfch variety of Horses

Vatamriga 5th variety of Deer

Vatayn 3rd variety of Deer

Vanara 6th variety of Monkeys

Vayafla 8th variety of cro\Vs

Vayasadwits 2nd variety of Owls

VaUadwit Srd variety of Buffaloes

Vainateya 2nd variety of G-arada- Birds

Vrika 1st variety of Wolves

Vrisha 4th variety of Balls

Vrishni 4th variety of goats

Vyaghra 3rd variety of Tigers

Vyaghrata 1st variety of Sky-larks

63

110

61

84

69

20

51

50

60

103

105

89

91

72

42

48

9

128

***£&€>

—
• xiu —



TABLE NO. 5

This :





Mules

Owls

Parrots

Peacocks

Pigeons

Plava birds

Porcupine

Rata

Rhinoceroses

Ruddy geese

Sabaries

Sheep

Sarari birds

Sarasa birds

Swan

Skylarks

Sparrows

Tigers

Tittiri birds

Wagtails

White throated sparrows

Wolves

0th group

o
28th group

P
29th group

30th group

SI fill group

86th group

lOfch group

R
20th group

5th group

28rcl group

S
KJfch group

1.5th group

24th group

Mfch group

22nd group

35 bh group

ftird group

T
2 nd group

^Gth group

w
85fch group

35th group

21th group

32

104-1 or,

108—1(H)

112-115

11(5-118

K-51

Hi

68-70

14—15

m -57

ai—8f;

77—8J

J'JH I£«.»

122— 12;!

7 -lo

127—J2S

7I-7.-J

xvs —



TABLE NO. 6

CONTENTS,

Beference No. of Page
SI okas of original of this

Sanskrit Text- book.

Author's introduction

1st group. General description of Lions

1st variety of Lions - Sitnha

2nd variety "of Lions -'Mrigendra

3rd variety of Lions - Fanchasya

4th variety of Lions - Haryaksha

5th variety of lions - Kenan

6th variety of Lions - Hari

2nd group. 'General description of Tigers

1st variety of Tigers- Surdula

2nd variety of Tigors - Dwaapi

3rd variety of Tigers - Vyaghra

3rd group, 1st variety of Hyenas-Tarakshu ... 147—154

2nd variety of Hyenas- Ivf dgadi, $•$ 155—162 %i 11

4th group. General description of Bears ... 103—182 ... 11

1st variety of Bears-Riksha " §& 183—188 $fe 12

2nd variety of Bears-Aec'hhabhalla $f$ 189—196 % 13

3rd variety of Bears- Bhalluka $fc 107—208 ^ 13

5th group. General description of Rhinoceroses 209—218 .... 14

lnt variety of Rhinoceroses- Gandaka $fc 219—222 $g 15

2nd variety of Rhinoceroses - Khadxa ^ 223—231 $gg 15

— xvii —

... 1—34



6th group. General description of Elephants ... 232—263... 10

let variety of Elephants - Danfci 3$ '364—267 $g£ 17

2nd variety of Elephants - Dantuvala % 218—278 £& 1?

3rd variety of Elephants - Haati> % 274 -276 $g 18

4th variety oi Elephants - Dwirada #277—281 & 13

5th variety of Elephants - Gaja $$ 282—280 ^ 18

6bh variety of Elephants -Bhadra % 287—293 *f£ 19

7th variety of Elephants - Manda €fc 204—299 4$ 20

8th variety of Elephants - Wriga % 800-803 % 20

9th yariety of Elephants - gankeorna $ 304-807 # 21

10th variety of Elephants-Matangaja § 808—:$ 12 €($ 2L

11th variety of Elephants- Padtai ^ 313-818 22

12th variety of Elephants - Ibha 3f$ 319—825 ^ 22

13th variety of Elephants- Stamberama$p24~~338 Sfe 23

7th group. General descriptio a of Horses ... 333—3/17 ... 24

1st variety of Horses - Turing.1
, $f§ 858—302 $? 24

2nd variety of Horses - Asva ^ 863—370 |f£ 25

3rd variety rf Horses - Ghotaka ^ 371—374 ^ 25

4th variety of Horses - Arya ^& 375—379 $g£ "Ml

5th variety of Horses - Vaha $fc 380—383 ^ 20

6th variety of Horses - Gandharva $£ 384 ;;<)0 £gg ^7

7th variety of Horses - Haya $gg 3<) 1.—102 $J$ ^7

8th group. General description of Camels ...403 4I<> ... or

1st viriety of Camels- Ushtra ^ 417. ..-119 ^ ojj

2nd variety of Camels -Krameialci ^420—422 ^ 20

3rd variety of Camels - D.aser.ika *f$ 423 42 5 gg& 30

4th variety of Camels - Mahan'^a % 426—133 $g 30

— xvlii —



9th group- General description of Asses .»- 434—444 $fc 31

1st variety of Asses - Gardabha $fc 445—448 $fc 81

2nd variety of Asses - Khara ¥£ 449—453 $;$ 32

orci variety of Akhos - Rasabha ^ 434'—461 $$£ 82

10th group. General description of Boats ...<. 462—470 Sfc 33

1st variety of Boars- Vardta £f$ 471—473 3ft 34

2nd variety of Boars - Suksira $•£ 474—476 gft 34

8rd variety of Boars - Kola &- 477—479 $J? 84

4th variety of Boars - Potri $fc 480—482 g& 85

5th variety of Boars - Kiti $$ 483—434 $fc 35

0th variety of Boars - Dainshtrt $fc 485—487 €$ 3-5

7th variety of Boars - Btmdara SfC- 488—460 ${£ 36

1st variety of wild boars - Rwavit ${£ 490—493 $j 35

2nd variety of wild boara - Gbrishti $ 494—495 $ g6

Brd variety oE wild boar* - Salva
$fj 400—501 $4 37

11th group. General description of Buffaloes ... 502—5-15 ... 37

1st variety of Buffaloes - Mahwha % 6*16—518 %$ 3*

2nd variety of Buffaloes - Lulaya ^ 51<)_rwq & o Q

3rd variety of Buffaloes - fahadwit £& 523—526 ^ 39

4 th variety of Buffaloes - Kasara $& 527—530
$f$ 39

5th variety of Buffaloes - Sauibha % 531—543 g? 39

12th group. General description of Bullocks .... 544-501 ... 40

IhL variety of Bulk - Uksha ^ 562-564 $ 41

2nd variety of BuIIk- Baleovarda f 565—509 $ 41

3rd variety of Bulls - Kishabha
$fe 570—572 %$ 42

4th variety of Balls- Vrisha gg 573—574 $$ 4.3

5th variety of Bulla - Anadwaa
$fe 575—578 $£ 42

— xix —



6th variety of Bulls - M'ahokaha

7bh variety of Bulls- Saurabhey.i

13th group. General description of cows

1st variety of cows Gauh

2nd variety of cows - Dhenu

14th group. General description of Goats

1st variety of Goats - Aja

2nd variety of Goats - Ohhaga

3rd variety of Goats - Meslia

4th variety of Goats - Vrishni

5th variety of Goats - Edak*

loth group General description of Deer

1st variety of Deer - Mriga

2nd variety of Deer- Kurauga

3rd variety of Deer - Vafcayu.

4th variety of Deer - Harina

5th variety of Deer - Yatamriga

6th variety of Deer - Krishnasara

7th variety of Deer - Burn

8th variety of Deer - Nyanku

9th variety of Deer - Sambara

10th variety of Deer - Banku

Hth variety of Deer - Bohitaksha

12th variety of Deer - Gokarnr

13th variety of Deor - Ena

14th variety of Door- Musk-deer

1st variety of Musk -deer -Gandharva

% 579-585

%$ 584—501

.... 592—005

£& 606—008

$$ 600—016

... G17—C-3'J

% 630—G33

m 634—630

% 037-040

* 641—541

% G-15—055

... (550-67.1

n 672-674

# 075—078

% 67!)—08.1

$fc 082—085

$& 680—m
$fc 689-003

$f£ 094—000

&• 097-69S

t§ 099—?02

% 70 5—700

$fc 7()7—7I2

m 71,1—715

^ 710-720

^ 727—728

5£ 729—730

^ 43

* 4«

.... 44

m 4;»

§ 46

.... 4t5

% m

m 47

m ^

% 48

* 48

.... 49

m so

50

$ 5()

*& 51

& M.

51

Sfe 53

^ 52

$ 52

^ 53

* 53

^ 54

C- 5-1

& 55

gfc 55

— xx —



2nd variety of Musk - deer Sarabha

3rd variety of Musk- deer - Raraa

4th variety of Musk-deer- Sritanra

5th variety of Musk-deer - Gavaya

16th group. General description of Sabaries

1st variety of Sabaries - Oharaara.

2nd variety of Sabaries - Kandali

3rd variety of Sabaries - Oheena

4th variety of Sabaries - Priyaka

17th group. General description of Monkeys

1st variety of Monkeys - Kapi

2nd variety of Monkeys - Plavanga

3rd variety of Monkeys - Sakbarariga

4th variety of Monkeys - Valeemukha

5th variety of Monkeys - Markata.

6th variety of Monkeys - Vanara

7th variety of Monkeys - Keesa

8th variety of Monkeys - Vanaukas

18th group. General description of Jackals

1st variety of Jackals- Srigala

2nd variety of Jackals - Mrigadhurta

3rd variety ©f Jackals - Vancbaka

4th variety of Jackals - Kroshtra

5th variety of Jackals - Jambuka

6th variety of Jackals - Phheru

19th group. General description of cats

1st variety of cats - Bidala

2nd variety of cats - Marjara

3rd variety of cats'- Ctuh

*fg 731—732

3£ 733—735

& 736—737

$ 738—738

.... 739—743

3fe 744-745

* 746—747

^ 748-749

m 750—752

.... 753—766

$fc 767—769

& 770—773

& 774—777

^ 778—781

§& 782—784

$fc 785—788

$fr 789—79]

$& 792—805

... 806—813

US 814-817

3$ 818—320

€fc 821-824

$ 825—827

£fc 828—830

3fg 831—838

... 839—849

ff 850-853

^ 854—857

& 858-861

% £5

$ 55

# 56
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PART I

description of Animals.

AUTHOE'S INTBODUCTIOS.

A great king by name Samdadeva has ruled liis great kingdom

in JINAPUBA ahy with great pomp aril pride. He has established

ths Jain Phylosophy with regular principles and rules, who bad many

patty liajahB paying homage to him, who has obtained his kingdom

by his strength of arms, who has known the yirtues of the Kshatria's

and the pleasure of ruling his subjects, who has been well versed in

poetry, who has extended his fame all oyer the world, who has

understood all the secrets ©f Sastras and who has been embraced

by the Goddess of Victory.

He once went to a forest on horse-back with noose,' ropes,

BwordH, Hpears etc., along with the hunters of rariouB types to hunt.

Ho be^au to search the animals in every nook and comer of the

forest by threatening them, by beating the trumpets and other

things. No sooner had he seen the animals wandering about in the

forest than he began to admire the beauty of their free morements.



He hunted for a while and thought of returning hom« fer, if all the

lions, tigers, deer, hyenas, bears, wild buffaloes, elephants, parrots,

swan etc, were to be shot dead, the beauty of the forest and the

science of animals and birds would altogether be disappear. So

thinking, he returned home.

Next morning he attended his Durbar and sent for all the

scholars and learned Pandits. He them requested them to describe

the nature and qualities of the animals and birds. Then his great Mi-

nister by name Tarananda has selected and induced the great poet

HA.MSA.DEYA, the author of this science, who narated the main des-

cription of the animals and birds in the following manner.

The author Hamsadeva, has described the nature and qualities

of]Animals and Birds into 36 groups to facilitate for easy readin»,(3f

which a few are mentioned below:

—

1. The description in general.

2. The time of their intercourse.

3- The period of pregnancy.

4. The early stages.

5. The number of kinds, colour and work.

6. The nature of female ones-

7. The limit of age.

8. Their quality whether ferocious, calm or dull.

He has tried his level best to describe the main varieties of

thsir qualities and nature. There are various kinds of animils and

birds of which most important lands are described below, (in the

above said 36 groups.).

, o

.



1st GBOUP.

GBNEHAL DESCRIPTION CF LIONS-

There are 6 kinds of Lions. Some live in thick forests

and some in mountains. They differ in colours, qualities and

work. They have inborne strength. They have ample passion in rainy

season at 6th or 7 th year. Their passion increapes either when

they think of lioness or see thorn at this season. They begin their

intercourse either In the caves or' bushes by licking the .body of

the sex, waving their tails and jumping with great roar with pleasure.

The lioness desire to enjoy tbe lions of the same age especially in

mid-nights. At the time of enjoyments, foam comes out from lioness

tuouthw and the period of enjoyment is fixed at three hours. After

the completion, the lionee* gob sound sleep, Then they become

pregnant For gome days the lions follow them. After pregnancy

thoir food or prey is decreased. Drooiiuesi and wearia orae

inrrcaHe day by day. They feel unable to face the heavy wind» and hot

Sun. Tlio peri< <1 of 'their delivery is fixed at 9 feo 12th month. Generally,

thoir cl.-liwry times is either at the end of Spring or at the begining

of Hummer. At one pregnancy they give birth to 3 to 5 cubs. If the

cubs are homo in winter season they would be very feeble. After deli-

very, they become robust and (strong. The cu bs .begin to suck their

mother's milk and play around their naothsr. In their 3rd or 4th

month, they begin to roar alould and catch deer and fall upon

olophantH and threaten other animals. They are fend of eating

Hinooth flenh of the deer and other animals. During their 2nd ,or 3rd

year, thtiir youth begins. Their anger, strength and speed increase.

They appear to be terrible and fearce. At the time of hunger, anger

i?ierea»«6- They cannot be easily capturable. They do not know the

word "fear "from their birth. They are called King of animals.

Their kinds are described below: —



[1st kind of LIONS J

(SIMAH.)

Simha or Lions are short and loug bodied ones having dense

mane and long tails. They are very strong and have strong nerves.

They are gold coloured throughout; but a little whitish in rear. They

have soft hair throughout- They lift their heads when they walk.

They run very swiftly like an arrow. Their nails ar® neither

very long nor short. They are very ferocious when they are

hungry and they ran very swiftly with jumps. They have more

passion in their prime youth and they follow the lioness always.

They generally d veil in caves and they are slespy. They wave their

tails when they are glad. At some times thay get into water. They

are not easily capturable.

[2nd kind of LIONS]

(MRIGENDRA)

These are tall and long maned lions. They have a little anger

when they are hungry. They desire to eaten, deer" and other

animals, and they are anxious to search for elephant- They roar

loudly. They are fond of wandering in sandy and bushy places.

They have more rut and strength and long jaws. They hare more

passion in rainy season. They are always healthy and have a little

sleep. They like to play in shady places when they are not hungry.

Though they are calm they are not easily capturable. Thoy appear

to be terrible for otker animJs. Though they wain slowly, they are

not easily cauturable by noose and other instruments. Some of those

species have their mane covering their front bodies and have bright

gold coloured eyes and long mustaches. They have dots of various

colours ®n their bodies.

— 4 _



[gird variety of LIONS]

(PANCHASIA)

They are whitifih in colour having short tails. The hair on

their faodiea are very dense and their mane are short They are 2 to

3 cubits in height. They have long bodies. They appear to he very

terrible owing to their long jaws. They always walk jumping, bending

their heads. They have their tongues and testicles hanging down*

They are always sleepy- They roar loudly and heavily when they

are awake. They turn their eye-lids when they see. They have

small laces and Ions' mustaches.*«

[4th variety of LIONS.]

(HAEYAKSHA.)
c

These are very cruel, terrible and ferocious and very strong.

They have long claws and jawa. They run very swiftly in their

youth. They have small stripes on their bodies. They are very hun-

gry and healthy. They have long bodies and long mane covering

their faces. They are whitish-brown having tails in grey colour. They

walk roaring loadly and terribly. They have a little sleep. They are

always perspiring. Saliva would be ousirag tut in childhood. They are

very passionate in their youth. They ever lift their tails- They are

very fond of lying in " shadow.

[5th variety of LIONS]

fKE'SABI.
1

)

,. These lions dwell always in caves. Their tongues are red

and more in their youth. They roar very terribly and loudly in

their youth. They do not relish much food. They have strong legs



and strong bodies. They arfii iond of killing elephants, They become

more indignant and terrible when thev tmr the cries of elephants.

They are very fond of hunting. They appear to be very ferocious

owing to their jaws. They have red bodies and are speely , They bare

small stripes on their faces. There is foarn always in their tongues.

They are neither very stout nor lew; but, arc very strong.

[6th variety of LIONS.]

(HARD

They are very short. They are whitish-rod. Thoy have a little

rrn.Be and anger. They are afraid of wandering about in day

times. They are very fond of moon-light. They have more strength

and more passion in their youth. They would never be aloof and are

always with lioness in their youth. They de not feel much appetite,

and like to drink water often. They will always sleop under the

shadow of trees. They roar grandly and loudly They nlwaya

look to directions and rainboiv. Though they are very strong they

are patient and calm.

There are many lions o? various types, differing in colours,

qualities and work in the world.

Generally lionesses are of the lions type being short in sizi>.

They have no mustaches on their faces. Some of them have a very

little mane and some have not at all. They are fairer then the

lions. They are not so terrible as lions. They are a little less in

speed. Their rear portions would bs round and fair. They have short

claws and pass little urine. Their roar is a little pleasing. They

give birth to cubs once or twice in their life time.

_6 —



After the 10th year the lions .of both sex do not harm So ami.

male much. They kill only those which come nearer to them. They-

become old. They have recused passion, hunger, and swiftness. Then

they would be lying under shadows of trees and caves.' Their age is

limited to 20 years.

a..

They are easily oapturable by noose. They cannot be captured

by bows and arrows generally. The cubs,'* in their early age fa..

1 .to. 3 yew) are easily oapturable. They are tamed by Kajahs keeping

them in palace garden?. They willU given flesh and thus maintained.

They can easily be captured by keeping artificial elephants and deer

in their front. Owing to their breed and work they are called KAJAS

A

UTTAMA or Superior in 2nd class.

y^\,

2nd GROUP.

O-BNBBAL DESCRIPTION OP TIO|l]RS.

They are 3 kinds of tigers differing in nature, colour and

work. Some live in mountains and others in forests. They are not so

keen as lions. They have more passion in rainy and autumn seasons.

When the ferociousness is less their passion increases. Like lions

they also enjoy in night times. Though the tigers approach the

tigresses and lick their bodies, they do not easily yeild to tigers for

intercourse- After a long time, they yeild for enjoyment. They are

»©t fully developed to give pregnanes before their 6th year. They

enjoy with tigresses under the shady bushes and dark places.

Foam comes out of their mouths during their pnjoyment times. Then

the tigress become pregnant. They deliver aubs in their 9th or 10th

month like lioness. As soon as the cubs are born, they like to eat



flesh and be very feroowms. They are 3 to & hasthas in height. Some

of them have full of snots on their bodies, amd seme hate stripes

throughout their bodies. Some are yellowish and some of different

colours. Their varieties are described clearly below:

—

[1st variety of TIG-BBS.]

(SA.RDOLA.)

These varieties of tigers are of lions' type but they are a little

tall; Black stripes on their bodies are clearly visible. They have long

tails and long bodies. They have bright golden coloured eyes. They

are always very cruel and ferocious. They are fond of k'lliog animals

and drinking blood. They appear to be very terrible owing to the

big jaws. Their claws are long and big. They are rery strong and

robust. They lift their tails when tbey are angry and when they are

happy they wave and bend their tails. They jump upon tie animals.

They are with full mustaches' on their faces. At times* there is much

foam in their mouths. They cannot be etsily prevented owing to

their mighty strength. They are fond of human flesh. They never

leave any living being without doing harm to them. They are always

hungry aad thitsty. They fail in their attempt in jumping upon ani-

mals. They are very ferocious and angry when they are hungry.

They have little passion.

[2nd variety of TIGERS]

(DWBEPY)

These varieties of tigers are short. Some ate striped and

some spoted/ They are yellowish white in colour. They are very

cruel. Th«y have small bailies- They are always fond of k ;

lling human

beings and deer. They have long faces and long testicles. Owing t®

severe anger, they are foolish. They are dull by nature. In their

- R —



youth they .are 'stronger and. mm ',>a»io»#i§» fJaeir, <£»wt, ,J»npes

and eyes are
,

red., They bave,, always bad , smell ' on their bodies.

la their e&xlf age, they are' always sleepy mi Imp they sleep 'under'

the shadow of trees'thinking of killing animals. •.

j®rl variety of flGMB}*
',''''

ltf4OTBA): ,'..;..

The* Mads of; tig«ta are yellowish in colour. They are fully

long stripes o», thel£b©di#B. Tbey are neither too short nor too tall.

Tbey bare red tongues. Always they are very angry and terrible

Whatever" is caught by them, it Ib not left
. uukillefit. They .will'

fall upon a-nibaale
^

from' ^mkush. They cannot be easily' captured-

and, prevented'. They are always dirty, " Tbo-ugh ' they are ved'ttwd'

much I« their yesih,' they are y«ry steoag.,,' There ar© :tu*oy. tigers,

'posMeiing these ntmtX ftt&litiefi &'; the wof'4,'''" , ',,.,- .."•;'.'

Just as lions* tigers ,Mitd, : tigress,', hat© .fcheifc
i

^rime ;> youth 'is
'

thair 6th year. Tigresses' are generally, of 'the
.

;
*igeirV type, but a

little patient. They are very thirsty in day-times. They are fond of-
.,

shady bushes and trees. They beooiaa hot tempered for a while

when they are troubldd. Some have a very few mustaches and some

do not possess at all. There %r© red spots under their bellies, and

their paws are red. They (tigresses) will become pregnant during

their 4th or 5th year. They enjoy with tigera unlike lionesses (ie J

when a lioness once enjoys with a lion, ib will never go and enjoy

with," another lion. But tigresses are, foolish in this respect. They

(tiger and tigress i have their youth till Aeir 10th year* Then they



become old- They f«w for heavy winds, hot Sun and keavy'. rains.

in their told age. Their roar, temper, and strength are reduced.

Their age is limited to 16 years. They are eaptur&ble by means, of

noose and not by means of weapons. In their early age they are easily

c&ptuxable especially in winter season as their temperment will be

less. They must b© trained when they are young and tender. Thoy

never yield to good and smooth words.

3rd 'GROUP. '

'

DESCRIPTION Of HYENAS.

[1st yariatyof HYENAS]

(TARAKSHU)

There are 2 kinds of Hyenas. They resemble tigers in strength

and terribleness. They are low breeded ones. Their youth begins in

their 6 th year as lions and tigers. Their nature is dull and temper

bad. They are blackish red in colsur, and a little shorter than the

tigers. 'Some have black spots on their bodies. They run so swiftly

like an arrow. Their bodies are covered with long and rough hair.

They have short feet and claws. Their necks are white in colour.

Their heads would be bent down vfhen they stand. Their tails are

stout. They run very speedily when they become angry. They are

fond of human flesh. They kill deer and other animals very easily.

After they are fully satisfied with eating flesh, they sleep in .nights.

After their hunger is passified, foam comes out of their mouth.

-10



[2nd variety of HlE'NAS]

{MR1GADA OK LEOPORD)

These kind% of Hyenas are otheresiw called Leopords. They are

mere or less equal to .the 1st variety of hyenas in height. Some are

yellowish red'twosome blackish red m colour. They are very cruel at

heart. Tley have 1

long, tails wrd long clftws" There are many spots on

their feedies* Some have long black stripes and some!' red' stripes, They

appear t© be grand and run «mh like an arrow- They Are' very eitrong.

They are man-eaters. Their eyes are
1

blood-red. They don't, like the

scent of human beings. They generally live upsacows, bulls, bufiakes

and other animals. [.Some have more mustaches and Pome have

long and '

.fctcrat nostrils. They attack animals from ambush,

They will b?, more hungry and thirsty during mid-dav. Their sleep .is

lew and breath is heavy. They are always foolish. THir utmost age'

is 14 years. They are not eanily controlable like tigers. They must be

caught only by uoose by threatening and beating them- iOwing to their

cruelty and dull nature they are called UAjasa ADHAMA[ or inferior,

in 2nd class.

*•»

4th GROUP.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF BEARS-

The hears are divided into 3 kinds owing to their nature, qua-

i

lity and work. They are generally dull by nature. They are neither cruel

nor fearing nor patient (calm). During spring season, their passion

increases, in their 3rd or 4th year. They enjoy either in mornings or

evenings under the shade of trees, bushes or on the banks of rivers.
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They jump while play ana thus enjoy. Then foam comes out of"their

mouths. The female bears easily yield to male ones. After their inter

course, female ones get pregnancy and are always sleepy. After preg-

nancy, they enjoy until delivery- Generally, animals are sat
:
sfied

with single intercourse. Those which try to have intercourse after

pregnancy, are considered to be o? low breed. Those which do not

easily yield to male ones, are troubled by the latter and thus

enjoyed. They are. termad as having bad "nature like tigers, bears,

hyenas, monkeys>, horses, dogs, human beings, rakshasas and

demons Rest of the animals move with the female ones so amicably

as tne latter would yield: to enjoyments.

After pregnancy, female bears do not relish much food.

After their 9th or 10th month, they give birth to 2 cubs especially in

winter. The young ones suck thstr mother's milk till 1 year. Youth

begins in their 2nd or 3rd year. They are ferocious when they are

bmigry.They are very cunning. They always dwell in bushes.

[1st variety of BBABS]

(RIKSHA)

These kinds of bears are stout. They have long jaws, claws

and bodies. They are black, dull in nature and hot in tempere. Their

bodies are densly covered with thick rough and long black hair. Their

faces are small and terrible. They are very swift when angry. Their

legs are very strong and very stout. Passion increases in their full

youth. Their lips and tongues are always waving. Foam would be

always ousing out. Though they are not so strong as tigers, they are

very cruel and nasty. They have a little appetite. They shrink for rain

and cold. Their cry is very awfully bad. They would always be

injuring the minor animals. Their skin is very soft.
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[&nd varies?" of BEA.BS]

(KJOHAJBHALIiA) .

This variety of bear is 3 to 4 hasthas in height. Soma have red'

spots throughout tljeir bodies and some' various colours in "their necks*

Their left and bellies are always white. Their .bodies, are covered

with thick long black hair m lull. ''They
'

are' stronger' than ' the 1st

variety of Wn?. They always 'roam about in mid-nights. 'They' can,'

jfutt fast jutfi plug and lallmg. They 'have long claws and j»ws 'with
"

terrible faceft. They dislike the scent 'of human beings., Awful" fdatb.'

would ev« i»e outing out. They never lialen to sweet .Words.' ''They

powen* thick Rki'a, stout bodies and tery short tails, Their cry is
;

awfully terrible, kt times they kill human beings and a're fond ot

tuiiftfew ftakh. Owing to thetc.owel heart they are termed as'-StkandiV

They are, not easily oapturahle by noose.
1

,.,'., '

'

f%d Variety of BMR'S]

(BHALLtJKA)

Thuy are ghort having long j'iws, short ears, long nose and neck.

They wander fast during day times. They are not easily capturable.

awing to bad temper, they become foohah and fall in to dangerous

places, They are always quarrelsome with one. another. They are

afraid of tmid. Foam is always ousiog out from their -mouths. They

are angry when hungry. They dance when hungry is : appeared. They

arc both wicked and nasty. They fear hunting. Some possess .white

long hair throughout their bodies with less strength. They (having

white hair) possess same 'qualities of 1st, 2ud, and 3rd varieties of

bears. Female bears are a little fairer than male ones and possess, the

same qualifciy. The bale on their bodies are long and stiooth as if

they are combed. Their walk and cry are slow and pleashg.
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They dance fairly and they posse&s a little passioa. They will

deliver young ones twice or thrice in their life time. They are quiet

after trained and they work and walk as men.

They must be carefully captured only by noose and carefully

trained. Before attain their prime youth they must be caught else, they

will not yield to anything owing to much passion and bad temper- They

become old after their 9th year. Their hair w.ild begin to wither in

their old age and appear to be ugly. Their utmost age is 14 years.

Owing to their mean mindedness and dull nature they are called

,
Thamasa or infeiror class.

5th GROUP.

GENERAL DESCEIPTION OE RHINOCEROSES.

There are 2 kinds of Rhinoceroses in the forest. The y resem-

ble elephants ia all respects save trunk. They are black having short

tails. They are very cruel and physically very strong. Their limbs

are awkward and uniform. They are carnivorous and dull in nature

and blow in speed. They are terrible and harmful. Passion increases

in summer season. They have intercourse either ia the day-times or

in the night-times. They first lick the female ones with their tongues,

turning around them and then begin to enjoy with them. They would

enjoy either in bushes or in low places. Just after their enjoyments,

thay (female) become pregnant. Owing to pregnancy they are re-

duced. They eat less food. Their delivery time is fixed to 10 to

12 months. The voung ones suck their mother's milk till one vear

when they begin to run and injure smaller animals. Their youth

begins in their 5th year.
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[1st variety of BHIflOOBEOSES]

(tfANDAKA) '
/

. .

These species o<: animals are black, hating -very short-bails and

short and stout bodies. They have long aad sharp nails- They have

uniformly ugly stout and nasty bodies. They have a horn at the end'

of their nosoB. Their 'skin is .very thick., There are toaany white spots

thmnghout their todies. Some are tall by 4 or 5 hasbbafl. They

have 'ftm&ll faces, small ey^a and hanging. : testicle*.
'

They are' very

angry. They' stoop to do very mean acts-
f

l hey are very, cruel and

terrible-
'

'

t

'

f>«L variety ol BIUHOOEROSES]

•EHADGA),
,

These kinds o? Bhinocerpsesare blue in colour, 'having red'.Mid

white dots on their, bodies. They tmv very talt Their cry u very t«r-_

ribla, They are rnneh dull in nature,; 'There are ,
fleshy iftnapb*

around th«ir ears. Some rruy have hump on their backs. They are

terrible or nol, ugly and nasty. The? have long ears. They are net,

easily o&pburable. They have not flittering and beauty on their brdiet.

They are always fond of killing wild animals. They possess big at.d.long

hanging testicles. Their hips are very stout and, fleshy. Some Iv.ive

whitish black colour and thoy are noc so terrible and strong m others..

The rhinoceroses ,
generally live in graze jillica grnss. Generally,

the female oneR 'ire of the same type as male ones. Some of

the females are fearful 'and some quiet. Some deliver twice and

some thrice in their life times. After 20th year they become

old and their utmost age is 32 years. Owing to dull-nature and

mean miudedness, they are termed as Tamasa Adhama or inferior

in 3rd class.
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6th GEOUP.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF EXEPHAN i'S.

There are 13 varieties of elephants. They are black in colour.

They are pleasing to look at. They are fond of hunting. They walk

•very beautifully. They are very strong and robust. They possess

small eyes, big ears, stout stomachs?, long trunks and long tnskfl

between th© trunks- They increase wealth to their masters and

destroy foes. They get fame both to the country and army. Their

passion increases in spring and rainy seas*n. After their 9th or 10th

year youth begins to them. Buttish water begins to ouse out from

their temples. They even forget their food and try to go with the

female ones. They enjoy in solitary and dark places, on tho river

beds, under the sh^de of trees and busiiM, for a day er two com-

pletely, Generally they (female) become pregnant. Generally they be-

come qaiet after their enjoyments. The pregnane elephants try to

prevent other [male ones for further enjoyments, The female ones

generally will yield to those which have been moving with thorn for a

long time. The main ones do get food and give it to tho Jennie oneH

when pregnant and remain with them alone pleasantly. Generally all

the birds and animals would play and dance, very beautifully with

female ones before tlrir enjoyments, like, bulls, horses, elephants, deer,

dogs, parrots, cuckoos, ehakravakf. birds, peacocks, karandava

birds, swan and pigcous. Tho female elephiiiitH are always, sleepy

when pregnant and take very little, food till Uteir delivery period

(21 'to 24 months.) They do not take food for 2 <,r 3 d.ayn after

delivery. 1 hen they never leave their young ones aloof and give milk

often and ever remai.ii with them. Till the end of 1st year young ones

suck their mother's milk and go with their mothers, playing. Tho

young ones play with mud and other things till 1 year. During their

2nd year they try to go to other forests with their crowds without
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fQar. Sometimes they flay in» water and cry- aloud. They eat and

digest grass, plantains, 8«tger-cane"'6fe.,' fheir youth begins -in.', the' '7th.

year. Then they play with feraile ones. They wander independently.

Their varieties are mentioned below.

[1st variety of ELEPHANTS]

,

(BAlvTI)

These Varieties of 'elephants are hloe, in colour and have strong

big tusks, find long trunks 'They. ate generally .over 9 ie»t 'tall and

very strong. They ate.oapible.of turnings out any 'kind of-' work and

they never fail in their attempts.' They are 1 very stroi-g. and' -wimble

of doing work from their child-hood. They art, fond of-banting., They'

possess beautiful eyes and cry pleasingly. They have stout penis and

tall legs and their walk is very fine. They are' stout and have Jong

tails and fond of listening to their master's sweet words., They are

very grateful -to their masters and mahouts, ' They have no temper

and have long memory* They, oan Ifft heavy loads and they have a

little passion,

[2nd variety of BLEPHANTF]

(DANTAVALA)

These varieties of elephants »re very tall and black in colour.

Their headB are very big, They have -very swift walk. They are very

stowt and move always when fastened in the stable. They are very

shrewd and intelligent. They «re very fffEd of great war and play,,in

water, mud and dust. They have much :passion. They.have much gra-

titude and strong memory. They will be good and kind after trained.

They are clean and having good scents. Their walk and cry are very

grand. They are fond of eating much. They have no bad qualities aid
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they are never idle at their work. They are pioneers in their crouds.

They are intelligent and angry when their masters punish them.

[3rd variety of ELEPHANTS.]

(HA8T1)

These varieties of elephants are rIow in walk and l«ss powerful.

They possess beautiful bodies. They are very grateful to their masters

and fond of doing work every day and they will complete it happily.

They project their penis at passion times. Their eyes will be always

glittering. They are fond of playing in wato, mud, dust etc., and fond

of music. They work only when punished.

[4th variety of ELEPHANTS]

(DWIRADA)

These varieties of elephants have pure white tusks but black

bodies. Though they are stout and strong they are short .
Their heads

and trunks are very stout. They are always slow in walk, and eating

much. Their cries are very grand and amusing. They feel exhausted

even if the'r work is email. Though they are beautiful, they are

cowards. They lose temper like serpants if they are troubled. They

are fond of dressing. They will work according to the will of their

mahouts- Their breath is very hard.

[5th variety of ELEPHANTS]

(GAJA)

These varieties of elephants are huge blue coloured bodied ones*

They are very strong and powerful but they have neither proud nor
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temperament. They* woul* ©&fipfet# &% kind of hard work.

They could not be controlWIn "their friflM youth, At that time ratfcish

water ousei otti They- haw stoat stomaeha. 'Tbey wo«ld always

wave their trunks. They walk at fee will of their totthonte, Their

tusks a little blackish white, fhere %te nam©r#»' red
.

:
dots;

'
m

their from, when they are young. They mXk'.vMf swiftly and

possess iMooth bodies, beaufclfat eyes' ta& ; .&em«* »i«^ Tfaey«e

quite imwrtW'JwlUwg living-

[6th variety of ELfiPHAJTTS]

(BHADBA <MJA)

These kinds of elephants are very tall' and stout. These are

considered ti be the best Bert of elephants. They possess long trunks

having red dolour at their nostrils and beautiful eye*. They we very

smooth. So*ne of them have red dots on their faces and some white

dots. Much ruttish water begins to ouse out while they enjoy youth.

They are always submissive to their mahouts and masters, fhey

can be very easily trained as they %-fei Yery tnlAlligent. They have

very good eurls (marks). Their cries 1*jr© very amusing, They are

very clever and patient at wo*, ttof VfctSU '
teMttftt* fte prosperity

of their masters. They pcMMfttTOiy*literigwmtmymMp^di mtxA.

They are very eager in hunting, They **e enpabte ©f 'WmMBg victory

in the great wars as they are very strong. ffatenffly #hey are good

and gain victory by destroying enemies, fheir walk is very grand a»d

rapid when they lose temper. The Maharajahs always desire to go

upon this kind of elephants during their coronation time as they are

prosperous and wealthy.
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[7th variety of ELEPHAHTS]

(MANDA GAJA)

These kinds sf elephants are not so tall as Btndra elephants.

They are blue in colour, very stout and robust. Their stotiaohs are

still stouter than their bodies. Their trunks 'are also very stout and

the end of their trunks are red. They possess lion's eyes. They are

slow in walking. They amuse spactators.They are always very clever.

At times, they have a little anger. They rememfeer their old training

and instructions whea punished. They feel uneasy to some extent

when they are directed to do work, They are very fond of eating

sugar-cane, plaintains, grass etc. Their rut could not be checked when

they are young. They erect their penis owing to the increase of

passion iu their prime, youth. They destroy enemies in great battle by

pushing them. They carry very heavy loads when they are calm and

quiet. They carry very furiously when they are angry. They are

fond of hunting. They spand the whole of their youth with f ernalp

elephants while in the forests.

[8th variety of ELEPHANTS]

(MRIGA GAJA)

These kinds of elephants are very lean. They have long and lean

trunks and legs. They are a little bit fsable- They have big eyes, and

stout tails, and they are not so beautiful as Bhadra and Manda ele-

phants. They are fickle-minded and bad tempered ones. They have

grey colour, with uniform bodies. At times they become out of senses.

They shirk work and they require punishment often. They are bad

scented ones. They have more passion. They possess lean tusks.

Some times they fail in their attempts.
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[9th variety of ELBPHANTS]

iSANKEERNA GAJA)

Generally, those which have the same qualities and nature of

Bhadra, Manda and Mriga elephants (mentioned above) are called

Sankeerng. elephants (mixed breed). These kinds of elephants grow

in abundance. These create •jscosperity to their masters. They are

very easily oapfcurable. They will work very satisfactorily. Their

strength and enthusiasm are increased while they are at work. They

are very pleasant to look at. Though some are bad in their varieties

they are good after trained. They turn out all kinds of work, provided

they are fed well.

[10th variety of ELEPHANTS!

(MATANUAJ A.)

These kindfl of elephants hate huge and tall bodies. They are

very swift. Pome are blue and some black in colour. Those which

are blue have white dots on their bodies and these which are black

have red Sots. They always move their trunks. They do not know

how to walk slowly. They break down the trees and creepers

They are intelligent and very patient (calm) at work. They are very

powerful. They desire to move always with female elephants in

forests. Tkey are fond of listening to sweet words. They are very

greatful to their masters. While they are youmg they are very proud

and they run like an arrow. They ne?er fear for cold, rain and heavy

winds. They are always fond of playing in water. If any body sits on

,it while walking, his body does not shake.
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[11th variety of ELI eHANTS]

(PADMI)

These varieties of elephants desire always to play in lotus tanks.

They are fond of good' sceneries, music, amusements, dressing silk

'carpets and balls over them. Tiwy always desire to stand under the

shade of trees. They possess very beautiful bodies aud peaceful minds,

Lotus like smell would be coming out of them. They increase their

maafcer's prosperity. They work very satisfactorily and beautifully

when slightly punished and instructed. They are very shrewd and

clever in working according, to .the desire of their masters. They can

withstand hunger and thirst. They ara fit for the kings, priaces, and

ministers to ascend on them, At times„they are useful for hunting

purposes also-

[12th variety of ELEPHANTS

(IBHA)

These, kinds of elephants are .black, in colour and moderate in

size. They are -always a little had -in,temper and have course bodies

and their cries are like thunder. They are not easily trainable. They

•run fast with pride. They withstand rain, heavy winds, hot sun, and

fatigue and work well. They are very strong and ruttish in their

prime youth, They are pioneers of the war in destroying enemies and

thus get fame to their masters. They will always run terribly fast at

the slightest inspiration. They are goo:l w.itah guards at the palace

gates, tents, and other places if they are kepij. Their eyes are blood-

red when hunting.
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[13th variety of ELEPHANTS]

(STAjffBERAMA)

These kinds of elephants are very Btout and' blue in colour, pos-

sessing very smooth bodies. Though they take a little food, they are

very powerful and strong. They are very shrewd and intelligent-

TheyB6verfa.il in any work and they are easily trainable. They can

withstand any kind of hard, work and difficulties. Their nature would

be changed according to their age. They are always fond of listening

to swe&fc words, and they are very grateful to their masters . They

are hot ai all bad tempered. (They never lose temper). ; They are

fat when they are young. They have Ibas' -eyes; Their appeArance is

clean and smell good. They n?ver injure other souls. They love others

and pleasing to all. There are many varieties of -elephants borne in

forests msTOMfciouei above. Generally, feaaale elepiaaaos are of 'the

sam© '.^vubUtiepj nature and work. They have no' tasks and they are

always cairn w& peaceful. They, always
'

feel shy and they- are more

powerful and intelligent but, a little less in size, They are more be&u-

fcfull and eoicoth. They do not take much food. Their work is very

delightf uh.They do
-

give birth to 3 or 4 issues in their life time nod

they have. much affection towards their young ones like cc»ws.. Tbey

love and please to all souls. Both sexes of elephants; have their youth

till 40 years.After that time, they are not be so strong and fair as they

were in youth and are utiiit for hard work. They* caught by Keddah

in their 3rd year. They are well fed and given gocd training. They

are said to be invaluable gems. Their utmost age is 100 years. Owing

tp their breed and work they are termed to be RAjasa Uttama or

superior in 2nd class.

C?,(i>)\
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7th GROUP.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OP HORSES.

There are seven varieties of horses. They are very keen. They

are in white, black, red or mixed colours.. They have long faces and

long tails, and short and sharp ears. They have strong feat and single

hoofs. They are much powerful and very beautiful' They are fit for

riding and drawing vehicles. Those which have good curls, (marks)

on their bodies would increase prosperity, wealth and health of their

masters. They are the main decorations of houses and places. They

are never idle and are fond of hunting. They have full passion in the

spring season, and their youth begins in their 4th or 5th year. They

are very strong, beautiful and powerful in their 6th year and they

try to join mares. They enjoy with mares in solitary places under

trees, bushes .and in plains. After the first intercourse, mares become

pregaant. Then, they have foam in thair mouths. The mares are

reduced and take a little food owing to wearisome. Their delivery

time is from 10 to 12 month. The young ones suck their mother's

milk till the end of 1st year running amd playing with their mothers.

They try to eat grass and other tender herbs in their 2nd year and to

run fast. They are fit for riding and cart driving from their 4th year.

They must be trained in their ' early ages. Their varieties are

mentioned below:

—

[1st variety of HOUSED]

(TURANGA)

These varieties of horses are alwn3"S white in colour. They

have long necks and facea. Their testicles and penis are short.

Generally they have good curls from birth. They are very

strong and powerful and are, always, smooth and peaceful They
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t'a&e a little food and ore easily trainable. ''HlMtt''eyel'lSre tt
'''1*

They are moderate in size, Though th'ey h'ave' mtch ipklwfobi th%

are very submissive to their masters.' they %"att 'fait '' wffih
'

'toplffM

faces. They compete any kind of work satisfactorily. They produce

good smell and they appear very beautifully. Their walk, trot, canter,

jump, and gallop are excellent. Hence fcbey are said to be the best

horses.
t

, [QndfarietyofWiSES]

(ASVA)

BorWoT th^'kinos 'eftewft in colottr. .Tb%Mwi^es*of ho-

ney Colour- They sib 4 fa«stbas toll and they "bare much passion.

'TIey'arr»l^»y^»lmbiifc attimes low temper to^ verv little extent.

TBkytfta'H^fta arrow* Ibisy -are 'very stroag aM they never fail

in work* They are stout when young. Men 0*11 easily ride over

them. Their ctiea are somewhat like thunder. They can withstand,

hunger and thirst. They '*& g<5ol'inMature, Wealthy, and have good

soant. They possess small ears and long tails. Tbey work with a

little haughtiness. They are very terrible while hunting and in war.

They have fttrong memory. They are not fickle minded. They feel

much when punished. They are fond of swimming in water. Tbey

are good to all persons. They are fit for riding for ministers, com-

mander-in-chiefs, and Princes.

' [3rd vatirty of- HBE8©$]

(OKBOTA-KA)

They are of bkck odour «tad"tbfeyftre >*TOry ^©w.effal and

swift. They are always successful in work. They often cry. They

«e very claan and short and have a little sleep. Their teeth are



smooth. They can withstand difficulties of work, They have stout

and strong necks. They bite their teeth often showing their anger

vrhm punished. They are fond of war and hunting.

[4bh variety of HORSES]

fABVAN)

They are wry short in size and are different colours. Though

they can not run swift, 4b ey can work well. They are always, happy

Their eries are Hka fehuadar. They are very pleasing to thsir masters

and tbey are fond of sweet words. They take a little food and they

have little anger. They walk very b«autifulLy. They hav« broad eyes.

They erect their penis long when tbey are very passionate. They tra

always peaceful and healthy. They faar hunting. They ar® shrewd

having smooth-bodies. They like beautiful sceneries. They are very

faithful servants. They can carry heavy burdens.

(5th variety of HOBSES]

(VAHA)

These are red in colour throughout their bodies but their faces

and legs are white. They have much power, strength and anger. They

are always short, but lengthy and have hanging tasticles. Their cries

are pleasant. They have long and stout necks. They work hard and

well when punished. They possess strong memory, red tongues and

loag tails. Thay are always kind and submissive t® their masters^

Generally they have visible good curls (marks) on their bodies.
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[6th ra*iety of HOMES]

(GANDHASYA)

These have different coloured sp«ts on their bodies- They

are very tall. They are very superior ones, and are peaceful and

noble-minded. They are very submissive to their masters- Those

horses which ate red throughout, have white colour in 'faces, breasts,

hinder portions and tags, ,©r teperately in parts are the best ones, and

those which are white throughout have red colour in faces, breasts,

hinder portions and legs and in parts are said to be the best ones. They

are always very clean and shrewd in memory. They always consume

a little food. They are fit for all kinds of work, as war, hunting*

riding, drawing vehicles etc,

[7th variety of HOKSES]

(HAYA)

These kinds of horses are either white, red or black throughout

their bodies without mixture of colours. They have full of long

mane on their necks. They are very capable of walking in 5 kinds.

They have good qualities and much gratefulness. They have good

curls on their bodits. They are fond oE hunting and war. They would

be victorious in war. They are not at all afraid of anything. They have

much passion and they appear v«ry beautifully. They can withstand

heavy winds, raia and hot sua. They, have broad faces. Tehy are good

for riding.

There are many kinds of horses in foreBt having these quali-

ties and nature. Those horses, which are cruel, having ash- colour,

irregular faces, ungratefulness, much ' passion, idleness, uninclination

for work and bad-scent are all bid ones.
:
They decrease their
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masters' prosperity, Tjfe#f©(<>rf,fcie kjngs,j>rfncjes and other noble per-

sons should choose good horses ^ wjih h
good carls to inereaase their

wealth and prosperity. They must be well fed and maintained in

stables. The marea are also of the same qualities and nature of the

horses, but are more beautiful and swift ia walk. Their anger is less.

It would be very pleasant for p3rsous to ride oa them. They are e»s%

trainable and are successful in every kind of attempt. They pcfiSWi

inborne intelligence- The youth, for the both horses and mares is

from the 5th to 16th year, when they become ©id. They become dull

and unfit for work. Their utmost age ii. -25 years. Owing to thfif-g©od

qualities, kinds and work theyare coasiderei^o be BAJASA tjTXAMA

or superior, in- 2xid class.

8th GKOUP.

GEKBRAL DESCRIPTION OF CAMELS.

There are 4 varieties of camels, Some'ar© white, some, redcfish

brown, and some gray in colour. Their bodies are awkward and their

tails are very short. They are very patient (calm) and quiet-going

animals. They are not at all injurious to any soul on tho face of the

earth. They eat always margdsa leaves. Tbey are very strong*

powerful and swift. They are dull-in-naUre and .their walk is very

ugly. Their lips and chins would always he moving. They are very fe&ll

and have big humps. They have much passion during winter season*.

Their youth begins in their 4th or 5th year. When they begin to en-

joy with female ones in dark places, bushes, deserts and solitary

Pd depressed places. After, pregnancy they deliver their young
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ones in their 9th, 10%,iBh,tr,12th .rnqntfr. ,The young ones will

suck their mother's milk for some time and play with their mothers,

Tkey will grow in abundance in Qwiaes only. They can bare heavy

burdens and run very swiftly even in their early ages. They are very

useful to human beings though they are low in breed.

' t»v»rifity of QAttSiLS]

(USHTBA)

These varieties of camels are 7 or 8 karams tall. (9 or 10 f©et)

Their lips would ever move. They have very tall l#gs and' bro^ra

coloured bodies. They rim very fast with very heavy burdens. ' They

can withstand cold, sun's heat, hunger, and thirst. They like deserts

and run fast in deserts ©qly. They possess huge humps and curved

long necks. They never feel exhaustion even though they walk a long

distance. At times they like -to go '.fototr fiosMte,
,
also. .

[2nd varfefey^f OAMBDS3''
'

'

(KBAMELAKA)

Camels ©f these kinds are grey in colour- and can run very

swiftly. They have very big humps, atad there is always i much foam in

their mouths.1 They become very fat; when- young and they are alwffeys

healthy and strong. The. hair, on their bodies. is generally lopg.l They

can tolerate any kind of hardship at work. They, are a little impatient

when hungry and t©rrifele«at times. When they are exhausted, their

eyes become red.
, They are very anxious to eat.
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[3rd variety of CAMELS]

(DASBBAKA)

These are whitish brown in colour and 10 hastshams in height.

They always desire to roam in the forest. They have much impa-

tience and terrible appearance and are not easily capturable. Supposing

they are captured and fastened with ropes, they try to cut them by

biting and go away- Though they cemplete the work entrusted to

them they are very ungreateful. Their breath is very long and they

are not inclined to listen sweet words- They possess some bad qualities.

Bad smell would be coming out of their bodies. It is impossible to

obstruct them while they are running fast.

[4th variety of CAMELS]

(MAHANGA)

They are tall more than 10 hantbas in height. They are most

powerful and brown in colour. They possess very long necks, legs nnd

hair on their bodies. They are very avaricious of eating of all kinds

of leaves in abundance including poisonous leaves. They are very

patient amrnals. They are very greateful to their masters. They ever

successful in their work. They are very easily trainable. They grow

very fatty in their youth times and are always healthy and strong.

They are fond of carrying stones and other weighty things. Though

they have ugly bodies, they are very strong and powerful. The female

ones resemble the male eimels in aH respects but with a less speed.

They are very kind and patient by nature. They are easily trainable.

They never fail to work and,'they are very greateful to their masters.

They (both male and female) enjoy youth from the 4th to 16th year.
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Their utmost age is '»&
'

$MM>
,

Owing, Id' «MM& ;«bAni«rk< fklef iff*

sidered to be Tamasa OTWama -ew nperiori!fci*d4hMft.

0th QBOUP.

GENERAL DBSGBIPTION OF ASSBS.

There are S kinds of asses. «*ey are gray, white or black in

c©i#«j:,,aai ctatt t^otim* T.ktif b#di«a,a?& w?ly *ol «ta long*. They

reusable hoxam.m mm® rospaets. They have long fates' and graze al-'

ways grass. They we fond of mean and shabby work. They are neither

beautiful nor strong. Their cries are very awkward: nod unpleasant

to hear. They have orach passion and blaok penis. They produce bad

smell. Thomgh they walk slowly they oau carry burdoRs. Their front

leg* d© scratch each other while walking- , Their youth begins in

their third year- When they have nonoh passion in rainy smmn and

stand always by the side @f £««tala .amm- Tb«y generally* e»foy with

female, ones more ia night timts. Then they become feegawafe They.

feel wearisome to a little .txteafr aad %w*bmfa-to$wty-w^W-tb^-

9th ©r lOth month. The young ones often suek their mothers' milk

and sleep. They are quite unfit for training even in their early ages-

Their varieties are clearly described below :-—

[1st vtoi#iy of ASSBS]

(GARDABHA)

These kinds of asses are gray.in ealour throughout fcbeif bodies

save their faces, bellies, and hinder portions whieh are white. They are
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neither tall nor short. They are very patient ones. They can with-

stand rain, cold, san's heat, ,
hunger, and thrist. They have moderate

passion and smooth bodies but are a little impatient. They take a little

food and pass a littls urine. Though they are lean, they can carry

burdens well. They never feel d&jected while at work. They are grate-

full to their masters- They are useful to feuman beings-

[2nd variety of ASSES]

(KHARA)

These varieties of asses a^e generally black* in colour, having

long bodies and big eyes. Some are gray in colour. They have many

knotted hair on their bodies. They are a litfete btfe stout. They are mret

impatient nor unhealthy. They have strong maraory.' They will work

sudmisaively and satisfactorily to their masters. They are very strong

and passionate. They appear to be very ungrateful when they are lm-

patient. They are slow in walk. Th«y do'nt produce bad smell much.

They even venture to do very mean work when they are angry.

They endure any kind of hard labour.' They are fond of heariiff sweet

words. Some of the asses of this variety have various colon™ and

some have various coloured spots on their bodies.

[3rd variety of ASSES]

(IUSABHA)

These' kinds of asses are, mixed brerd of horses and'atme*
They are otherwise called mules. Some are red, white, black, or grey

ahdsomeof wious colours. They are, generally tall and have lo„,
stripe, Though they are a littla less fa speed than horses, they could
easily be trained. Some like to live in forests alone and create for,

to other smaller animals. They have a little passion aud are moderate
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in size. They can withstand ttffrt iA&t,vto&K!,' wto, huager and thirst,

bat they art not easily controllable ifOafy possess strong memory.

They fast when angry. They are never idle and dull. Their cries are

not'ple&sani. They tausfc be punished for extracting work frein them

when they are impatient. Female mules too resemble their males in

their natare and qnalityTThey ar& a little fairer and less angry than

their m»lei-*fMy give birth te 8 to 4 issues in their Hfe*tii*e.They are

fat »»d iftrong While' young. Their utmost age is ft years. Owing to

theit nature amd wor% they are called'Tamasa Adhama er'inferidr in

Srd "class.

IQth GEOUP.

«U1»AL, E®SOBIPTIOJfcGJ , .30Ajas. •

There are 3 varieties of boars living in forests and 7 living in

countries and villages. They are always mean-minded. Soma are

black ar white and some grey in colour. They eat roots, and other

nasty things like night-soil. They are fond of rolling about in (mire)

muddy and swampy places. Some, spoil crops altogether. Soma

create fear to human beings; T'hey have >ery Ismail bodies and are

unfit to work as they are dull by tisetuf©v They possess stout stomachs

and sharp knech Bhaped ears. Thay are very fatty-muscled ones.

Tbey have long projected faees, and have long tusk like jaws. They

have much passion in winter season- Their youth begins in their 2nd

year. They then try to cohabit with female ©nes. They (female) gene-

rally give birth to 5, 6, or 7 young ones in their 3rd*or 4th month

for every pregnancy. The young ©nes will smck their mothers' milk

very often and are* always with their mothers. Their varieties are

described below.
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[^t variety of BOABS].

(TARAHA) •

These kinds of boars are black in colour. They beloag to swine

kind. They possess very stoat tails and they are very swift in running.

They cannot withstand the sun's heat. Their bodies are full of hair,

They are fond of eating much, and they are stherwise called gluttons*

They never go single. They produce girgling noice which is unpleasant

to hear. They are fat and void of diseases. They produce awfully

bad smell.

[2nd variety of BOABS]

» (SUKARA)

These boars are whitish in colour having pointed and rough

haii on their bodies. They always fond of mire and water. They are

slow in speed owing to short paces. They have stout stomachs. They

detest company. They are cruel and afraid of hunger. Their breathing

is long. Their legs are long. They will destroy all kinds of crops and

gardens. They are cal led Sukaras.

[3rd variety of BOARS]

(KOLA)

They are of grey colour and possessing stout bodies, small jaws

crooked and ever curved tails and extremaly long ears. They have

slippery and irregular paces and less strength. They have bushy and

dence hair. They produce fearful girling noice. They always produce

very bad smell. Naturally they are coward. They are very fond of

wandering. They have a little sleep in nights.
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[4th variety of BOAB®]

(POTRI)

They are very stout, and very swift like an arrow. They are

generally sleepless and with fear. They are fond of playing in mire

and water. They ofteu desire to toft. They are tall and have bodies

clad in dust. They create fear with their awful girgliag noise. They

are strong and have stout necks, big eyes, and hanging testicles.

[Uh variety of BOARS]

(KITD

They are very tall, swift and inaccessibla,having deformed faced.

Ti»y have bodies in multiplied colours with sbort stripes, possesiqg

white, ©r red Wgsv They generally make fearful noises. They have

thorny hair on their bodies,

[6th variety of BOAES]

(DAMSHTRI)

Theae^oars eat always hard things. They have swordlike teeth.

Their faees are fearful owing to their big jaws. They are, practically,

free from all diseases. They produce girgling noise. .They are ever

with inflation. They alwayt inted to sleep in shade. They are fond of

cohabitation at frequent intervals. They cannot withstand rain and

sun-ihme. They always desire to do detestable aots.
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[7tih variety of BOAES] ..

(BHUPARA)

These .varieties of boars aye called Bhudaras- They always dig

out *arth w/lh their tjj^ks and ijosea and they -are jet black, ia ©oiour.

T.hey always rest under the shade <?f tr«ea and. bushes. They haye a

little reduced; bodies having gair, big heads, and stout .stomachs. They

are easily irritable in temper-

[1st Tadety of wild B0ABS]

These kinds of wild boars have fall of long thorny hair, They

know the coming of hunting doge by scent. These are the enemies of

wild dogs. Their bodies are covered with liaes of sharp and therny hair

scattered with s-nall hair of rather light nature. Their thorny hair are

a means to terrify and hunt wild beasts. They generally destroy

crops etc. They possess short tails and are fearful by nature.

[2nd variety of wild BOABS]

(GHRIBHTI)

The Ghrishti boars are tali having long tails and full of long

and Bharp hair on their bodies. They always wandering iu curls. They

possess long tusk-like jaws, stout stomacus, long ears and small eyes.

They are a very terrible in appearance. They are ver| harmful to

each and every soul.
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[3rd variety of WIliP BOABS]

(SALYA-Porcupine)

The Porcupines are of brown colour having stout bodies covered

with full of long thorny and projected hair throughout. Their speeds

is more ox less like that of ma arrow. They have very ugly appearance.

They are very injurious to souls. In places where they roam, crops,

houses, gardens and all other things are entirely destroyed. They

have much irritation and bad qualities. They are always uncontrollable

and unfit for any work. The female ones possess the same qualities

and nature but they are a little less irretated and fearful having more

in dullness and sleep. Their old age begins in their 7th year. Their

utmost age is 10 years. Owing to their creed and work, they are

termed as Tamasa Adhama or inferior in 3j?d class.

\c

11th GROUP.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF BUFFALO!^.

There are 5 kinds of buffaloes in the country alone. They are

generally black with thick and rough skin having long horns. They are

naturally dull and desirous of rolling in mire. Though they are slow

in walk, they are mighty; and strong, and can bare heavy burdens.

They are called the "Main character" for purposes of cultivaton. They

are humble and submissive to all living beings. They have long hang-

ing testicles. They can withstand rain, hot sua, heavy winds, cold, etc

Their youth begins in the 4th or 5th year. Then they cry aloud often
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«WBg their «lrm« p«Bion for cohabits especially in wintor

season- They cohabit with sha-buffalleen of aqiwl pwrion and ag« «d

gire ^reguancy to them. They generally git• birth ia their 10th month.

The calves will be rather ugly baring rough dens* hair throughout

their bodies and do uuok their mothers' milk for some months. They

are useful for ploughing, aud cart-driving from their 4th or 5th year.

They drink, gaaji, dirty rice-water, aud eat grass, straw, cotton-seeds

and leaves- Their kinds are describad below:-—

lit variety of BUFFALOES]

(MAHI8HA)

They are jet black in colsur and' vary stout. They hvn stout

, stomachs and boras- When they become wild and desire for cohfibi-

tntion, they run very fast. They ar« fair to look at. They will re-

member thingi when slightly punished- They 'ire h-unalest and re.ij

grtaful to their masters. They are easily controllable and trainable.

They can carry heavy burdens and withstand hunger, thirst; etc
,

[2nd variety of BUFFALOES]

(LITLAYA)

This kind of buffaloes is partly blue in colour and tall with

long horns. Tbey have rough aad-long hair throughout their bodipo.

Their front knees are a little bit longer than sb® hind ones. They

have stout Sails* hanging testicles and big heads. They could easily V;

trained and controlled. They are v«ry powerful and inclined to work

hard. They are devoid of s®rr@wa and misery owing to dullness.

They produce good smell and have beautiful bodies. They are fond oE

sweet words, They are more or Uss gluttons.
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[8rd variety of BUFFALOES]

(YAHADWIT)

Theie kinds of buffaloes are very tall, swift and black, in

#olour. They are fond of sweet words. They could not be controlled

when they become wild of anger. They have long tailg and hardjbreath-

itig. They can work completely and aatisfaofco-ity. They have broad

eyes, big humps, and lowg neoka. They are devoid of diseases in early

ages. They have much passion for cohabitation. They often cry aloud.

Their hair and skin are very thick. They often roll about in mud and

sand. Their limbs and nerves beoome very strong when they are angry

They stand first among their crowd.

[4th variety of BUFFALOES]

(KASARA)

These varieties of buffaloes are blackieh red with white hair.

They are moderate m size and very strong and powerful. They have

white horns, stout stomachs and very quick moevments. They alway8

produce long loud cry. They take a little food whea they are in prime

youth. They are fond of rolling about in mire and going very happily

in raia. They are never separated from their cattle. They have l©ng

and banging testicles and less passion. They can control their minds

and work hardly.

[5th variety of BUFFALOES]

(SAIEIBHA)

They always live in forests appearing terribly. They have

very much irritation of temper. They destroy all places wherever

they go. Thougk they are very strong, they could not easily,, be
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controllable. They ar#. devoid jof -taming and, they are orael-minded.

They are unfits for any kind of wprk«. They have very rough and thick

skin. They ar® very ungrateful and fickle-minded. Some are of diffe-

rent colcwwsii These kinds of huffaloes are very inferior in dam.- She-

buffates wBambU He-Buff&lees. .They .give plenty .of -milk white youQg,

They,ar©iiBl#n^,.pat»n^,(calin omesr. They, are .pleasant and sttb-

misidm,to .human beings, , Theyjbave Bteut stomachs- They give birth

to 4 or 5 cat ?ei:- in 'their -life,time. They should,not be used, for culti-

vating purposei^The ,cqws and feberbuffaltes are worshipped with saCfton

andJlowflH»»;Theyfftt« -young from the 4th; to ,12th. year- Their almost

age%s2G ymm* 'Owing, to .breeds and work
,

they*' are called Rajas*.

Adhama or inferior in 2nd class.

12th GROG P.

GENERAL DESCEIPTION OF BULLOCKS.

Ther©fare» 7 'varieties of bulls. Some are white, some red* some

bla^k%«om«,.'gF®yj-aoai.8on>e'in : dif!ereftt colours.- They -are generally

string-' and'- pow«?ful with twQ'hoKifc, long tails and big humps. They

have-beautiful and glittering bodies. They are the main support to

cultivators. They are calm and faithful to their masters,, and pleasing

to all. Some havu stout stomachs. They eat generally "ingelly,

aod ground-cut cakes, grass, straw, leaves etc., They are> easily

trainable. They have good curls and good nature- Their prime youth

begins., in their 4tk or 5th year.. They have generally much passion

for •• cohabitation in winter. Th«y follow cows, crying aloud
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and cohabit with fehe'na^

,

Att©t%*illie^#*i,'l)'€iC'Om# pregnant.-' fJaen'V

they (cows) take a little ' food and they have sl&w walk and dizwfiiss.

Foam often comet out of their mouths. These calves which are borne

at' nights will last longer and ara more beautiful than those borne in

day times. After a short moment, calve begins to suck their

mother's milk till 6th month and jump and play with their mothers.

After their fifth month, they eat grass and straw in addition to their

mothers' milfc.-'Ihey are useful" for cultivating purposes after 4tk

year* Their kinds are mentioned below:—

'[lstyaritty,of„BtJLIii] ".•

(UKSHA)

These varieties ofbulWa»fure white in colour, throughout,

with 8to»t horns. They are stout, patient, ana very beautiful. They

awstoewd and iot«Uig«aUn work- They turn out all kinds of work.

They can carry and drag heavy burdens. Their walk is very grand and

they are not gluttons, They never give room for punishment. There

are good curls in their faces and stomachs.

[Qnd variety, of BULLS]

(BAL1VABDA)

These kinds of bulls are very tall and very stout. They are

either pure white or red and very strong and powerful- They have

curved horns, very beautiful appearance and very long tails. They are

very pleasant and faithful to their muter*. They have slight irrita-

tion of anger. They run swiftly like an arrow. They have long and

hard breathing. Tb«y are easily trainable. They' often cry aloud.

They are devoid of fear, and possess broad broken hoofs. They are
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fo«4:«^ea44^g.^pe^,gra^8.«lwa3?8. They are foremost w®tj respect

in,tb*w,oe«wd$.

[3rd variety of BULLS]

(BISH&BHA)

These kinds of bulls are generally black and moderata in mm,

having long tails, and horns. Their humps are very big and stomachs

very stoat. They are often irritated when they are angry an<i yet they

would complete the work entrusted to them. At times they work

regularly with care after punished. They are natnrilly timid and

never go to forest. Thsy fcarre • Utes; pg?^tw. ' They are eager to hear

sweet words.

[4th variety of BULLS]

• (VRI8HA)

Theee bulls are never mixed in ceiours. They are either pure

red. whit®, or black. They are always happy and very willing to work

hard. If they are slightly punish©! their irritation on account of

anger cannot be checked for sometime and thin they will begin fc

work. Though they are'' very short, they can Tan very swiftly. Their

eyes are always red. They possess good nature and smell. They are

very powerful in. thair youth. They can withstand hunger, thirst,

heavy weight etc,, while they work.

[5th varity of BULLS]

(ANADWAN)

They have different colours on their bodies and have grand

appearance. .They are strong, very powerful and speedy from
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their youth. They «® easily truiasMe «B#'fi»y> $»a& of ®&4i»g much

and very passionate. They destroy all work When they are iwy angry

.

They are very stout when they are yoang. They are devoid of diseases-

They are very faithful to their masters and work satisfactorily. They

hare very smooth bodies and g-ood smell would be coming out from

them.

[6th variety of BULLS]

(MAHOKSHA)

These kinds of bulls are very tall, strong, powerful and stent.

They have one fair uniform colour throughout. Thay have hanging

navalfl, hwge humps, and long tails. They never require 'any punish-

ment. They are always very keen, intelligent and very patient. They

can finish work of any kind by labouriag hard. They increase their

masters produce it they are utilised for agriculture. They never have

cruelmind. They have stout heais, much passion for cohabitation and

many other good qualities- They are fond of amusements.

[7th variety of BULLS]

(SAUBABHEYA)

They are very superior in breed- Hence they are Galled Saur&b-

heya(i.e) sons of Kamadhemi (Devlne cows). They are very tall, 4 ka-

rams ia beight(6 feefejaud some are still taller and stouter.Their bodily

colour of any kind has uniformity. They are very patient, quiet-going

and speedy while they walk. Their bodies w©uld be shiaing. Thay axe

eaaily trainable. They could be msed for very hard works. They

always cry very loudly. They have long kanging navals. They have

strong and well developed muscles im their bodies. They are very
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faifchful and submissive to ,their masters. They cannot be prevented,

from their fully irritated anger. These are called "KING OF

BULLS."

There are many varieties of bulls possessing the same nature

qualifies, colour ete. Some could sot be controlled or trained owing

to their terrible bad-nature. They are unfit for any work and do

intolerable work though thay are strong and , powerful. They push

and quarrel with one another. Some are too short to work. Such

bulls should not be purchased. Generally the prime youth for bulla

begins in their 5th year and lasts till 12fch year. They feeeome old

after the 12th year. Their utmost age is 20 years. Owing to their

breed, nature and work, they are called Rajasa Uttaraa or superior in

2nd class.

13th GROUP.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OP COWS.

The cows are generally worshipped. They are very keen. Some

are very pure red, some white, some jet black, some blue, and some

of various colours. They gjTe full f sweefc ftnd g00(1 milk> rj?hey hfty#

long tails and short horns. They are very stout and beautiful but are

a little bit slow in walk. They e»fgingelly cake,, green Kra88> straw

etc. They are generally Yery kind faithful, Bubmiarive and pleafling to

ah- They are very affectionate to their calves. They always increase

welfare of human beings. They have generally short hump, good
curls and goodnature. Generally people go «0Und the Tcows^and



worship them as they are considered to be very 'Sacreiamef'fit. Uteir

prime youth ba'gins in their 4th year- ' They too, have much passion

for cohabitation in winter season. They would easily yeild to balls for

cohabitation. Generally, after a single intercourse, they become pre-

gnant, drowse, beautiful and walk slowly. Their delivery time is in

their 10th month. They generally give birth to 4 or 5 calves in their

life time. Their varieties are mentioned below:-—

[1st variety of COWS]

(GAU)

These varieties of cows have uniform colour of any kind and stout

horns- They are always happy and moderate in size and have beautify

eyes, fair faces, and long tails. They walk slowly. Their bodies are

beautiful with good shining. Their cries are pleasant and they are fond

of amusements. They take little food. They are very smooth. They

become stout and strong while they are young.

[2nd variety of COWS]

(DHENU)

These cows are of different colours. Invariably they have white

red or black spots on their faces, stomachs or on rear- portions of the

body. They are a little taller having long horns and slow paces- Their

cries are loud and amusing. They have long tails and smooth bodies.

They are devoid of diseases. Though they feel wearisome, they are

not irritated by anger. They generally, don't require punishment aod

they are always very faithful and grateful to their masters. They

are a little coward, possessing a good memory and smell. These are

gaid to be the
" Goddess of Virtue." They must, carefully be fed.
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The oqwa too fyave the §ame nature, qualities, colour* and their utmost

age is like that of bulls- Owing to their uature breed and work, they

are called Rajasa Uttama or Superior in 2nd elass.

CT.

14th G-ROUP.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF GOATS-

There are 5 varieties of goats.They are short.ffome are white,some

black,some red,sorae grey and some with mixed colours.They are very

useful to saorifies and good to human beings. Though they are dull-

nature, they are very faithful and submissive to their masters. They

don't require punishment. They have much passion for cohabitation.

Their skin and flesh are very soft. Thev are coward and quiet-going

by nature. They are quick in pices. They eat very bitter leaves.

Generally, they have hanging ears, testicles, very short tails, and

horns. Their milk and flesh give strength to human beings. Their

urine and dung are strong manures to productive lands. Their pasHion

is increased in Spring and Autumn seasons. Their youth begins in

their 2nd year. They will cohabit with she-goits and give pregt-iance

to them. They will give birth to 2 or 3 kids at a time. Every year

they become pregnant and give birth to kids. Their delivery time is in

4th or 5th month, especially at nights. The kids often suck their

mother's milk. Their varieties are mentioned below:—

*

[1st variety of GOATS]

(AJA)

These varieties of goats are generally white in colour and a

little bit tall in size. They are avaricious to eat always. They have
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hanging testicles and thin and "long boms. There' are tw© finger-like

things hanging under their necks. Some have long mustaches. Their

swiftness is like that of an arrow. They can ascend mountains and

elevations. They can elimb up trees to some extent with firm footing.

They produce babaing cries. They are always quiet going ones. They

are beautiful and they need not punished.

[2nd variety of GOATS]

(OCHAGA)

These varieties of goats are generally, red in colour having

smooth-bodies. Their skin and flesh are also Tery soft. They are

always good in nature and having good smell on their bodies. They*

have no anger and are very peaceful. They take a little food. They

have very short horns. They run fast if they are induced. They grasp

and know the time and intention of their masters. They have stout

stomachs in their youths. They always desire to sleep under the shade

of trees. They are much afraid of beat of trumpets and noise. They

are not much passionate, and have small cry- They are fond of sweet

words.

[3rd variety of GOATS]

(MESHA)

These kinds of goats are black in colour, less in speed having

smooth and soft bodies. Their skin is very soft. They often show their

anger and yet tkey are very beautiful. Their cries are long, loud and

cheerful. They have always lean bodies. They run fast on hard grounds

in valleys and forests as well. They would be dejected if they are

seperated either by force or nature. They are very laey and sleepy
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They fear for mire. They pan easily walk in thorny places having

*ed eyes.

[4th variety of GOATS]

(VEISHNI) sheep.

These kinds of goats are brown m colour. Their bodies are

covered with longhair. They have two short horns. They also have

other colour in their faces, necks, and stomachs. They have stout

stomachs, very slow paces and a little anger in their youth. They

must be welMrained in their early ages aloae. They appear fearfully.

They loose temper when they are hungry- They quarrel with one

another and cause awful fear in them-

[5th variety of GOATS]

(BDAKA)

These varieties ©f goats have one sort of colour on their faces,

stomachs and hindei portions and another sort of colour on the

remaining portions of their bodies. They are generally tall. They hav°

long legs and stout stomachs. They often cry (be be) out of passion

for cohabitation. They can jnmp from high places to down, They can

run very fast in plates. They can withstand fatigue, rain, and hot Sun*

There are many other goats iu the world possessing the same qualities,

nature, and work. Some have smaller dots and bigger spots of various

colours on their bodies. The ^he-Goats resemble the He Goats in all

Tespects. Some may not have horns. They have big odhas to give food

and plenty of milk. They produce good smell. They have strong

memory and easily trainable and very greatful to their masters.

'They cannot withstand Sun's heat, rain and fatigue. They take less
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food than ke-go&te. Then- issues' aw many in, their life time. The

youth, for all the goats begins in their 2nd year and lasts till 7th 3

year. Their utmost age is 9 years Owing to breed and work,

they are called- Rajasa M&dhyama or Middle in 2nd- class.

i

15fch GBOUP.

GBNEBAL DESCRIPTION OF DEEB.

There are 14 varieties of deer. Some have red, gold-like and

black colours and some are with diferent coloured spots. They are

always quiet-going ones. They are very beautiful to look at. They

have branches of horns, and @\e^tx bodies. They are very passionate.

They have short lean legs, broad eyes and long faces and ac-ck*. They

are coward to hear big noises. Taey are very swift. They are fond of

*

living both in forests and countries. Tbey are fond of playing with

tlieir crowds. They are ,very smooth and harmless. They have no

bad qualities such as ill-temper, dull-ness etc., They are the main

playing ornaments of the houses of Nobles and Kings. A look at them

create muah passion in young men and ladies. They are considered to

be very sacred and their flesh is very sweet. Generally they eat leaves

and grass. They are very grateful to their masters- They create plea-

Bure and happiness to people by jumping and playing in various ways.

Their youth begins in their 3rd year. They cohabit with female ones

in Spring and summer Seasons especially at nights. Then female ones

become pregnant and sleepy. After 4tb or 5th month, they deliver

young ones, generally during nights. They grow by'their mothers' milk.

Their varieties are mentioned below :

—
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[1st variety of DEEB];

(MBKU)

These kinds of deer are brown and tall with spots of various

oqlours. They are very lean and swift. They have long straight horas,

full of passion and good smell. They are fond of remaining in shades.

They often fear people and other things after they are controlled.

They cry feebly,

[2nd variety of DEER]

(K.URANGA)

These kinds of deer are very short and red in colour, with

branch horns and very broad eyes. They resemble goats, especially* in

faces. They often graze grass and are shrewd having turning eyes.

They are qiiiet-going ones and harmless, They listen to sweet words.

They are fond of music, grateful and patient. Their bodies glitter much.

[3rd variety of DEEB]

(VATAYU)

These varieties of deer always desire to live in forests only.

They are spotted with different colours. They have stout horns and

very long faces. They are foal of hunting. They often ran jumping.

They are afraid of human crowd. They can freely escape from the

weapons and other hunting instruments. They do not live long after

they are controlled by people owing to fear.
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[4th variety
1

of DBSR]*-' -

(HARIMA)

These varieties of deer have broad and beautiful eyes. They are

fond of living with human beings in their houses. They like to see

flowers and creepers. They fear thuuder. They often drink -water,

Some have straight horns and some have horns with branches. There

are some other colour on their faces stomachs, and hinder portions.

They like the femiles' swaet words and to play often either with men

or with'their kind?. They takes, little food and sleep. Th®y feel much

dejected when they are fastened to.

[5th variety of DEEB]

(VATAMBIGA) (STAG)

These kinds of deer run fast winds do. They can escape from

weapons. They dwell in thick forests. They never like th* separation

from their crowds. They are lean having long legs. They have tka

knack ©f disappearing suddenly- They dislike human sceul. They

have horns with full of branches. They have a little irritatiTft temper.

If they are separated from -their crowds, they became foolish, mad,

and die out of fear. They are not easily capturable even by banters

living in forests- They freely -roam about in forests.

[6th variety of -DEER]

(KRISHNASAB'A)

Thes® kinds of deer are spotted throughout. They have different

colour in front legs and stomachs and black colour in other parts of
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the body. They have good smell. They have long straight horns with

beautiful bodies. They are fond ©f dwelling both in houses and foreBts,

They are very swift and stout when young.

[7th variety of DEER]

(BOBU)

These kinds of deer are tall with different coloured spots and

with very big branch horns. They have broad hoofs and long necks.

They do not fair to look at. They are fond of eating much. They

have a less sp^ed and strength. They ean withstand Sun's heat, cold,

rain etc,. They have smooth hair on their bodies. They are afraid of

big noise- They have much sleepiness, laziness, and some bad qualities,

[8bh variety of DEER]

(NYANRU)

Thpse kinds pf deer are blackish red ) ia colour and short with,

very loag horns. They have slow paces and very smooth bodies.

They are fond of playing in the early Sun-rise. They sleep during

mid-day and play happily in the evenings. They areffoud of dwelling

in houses of human beings- They are generally very happy. They

have much passion.

[9th variety of Dftlll]

(SAMBABA)

These kinds of deer are sported «nes with short horns aad six.

They are afraid of trumpets. They often desire to eat grass by

chewing. They are very quiet-going, very sleepy and a little
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dull in nature- They haw,;itityJtap'.fap&iei}.,..!?hay, play and, lump in

various ways. They are fond •£ living with paaple. They are very

passionate and very strong. They ate very grateful. They increass

passion -ia humaafeewgi. ,

ClOth variety of liSHSH]'

These varieties of deer have very sm&M inaomerabk tpots on

their bodies. Some are horn with different colours and ©then with

black colours. They have broad and long horns, broad ey»s, and beau-

tiful bodies. They are moderate in sia. They take a little fooi and

have good smell in their bodies. They are"very glad if they are crow-

ded and sorry if they are separated. They are always be* very quiok.

Wr bodies
,

are wvWto* with long
'

hmh. Titty hare' ifceh'' <ptfrf>$'

nod ele&n bodiei,.

[11th variety of BBS$3 .

(ROHITAKSBtJlK
.

These kinds of. deer have red eyes. They are fond of hunting,,

They are fit forthe touch of Kings.Qoeensfbad.other .Noblemen. They

are food of playing with such people alone.., They, are, moderate in

size. Ther are various colours on their bodies., They are neither* too ,

stout nor too lean. Those, who see them,, would become rich .and i.

prosperous. Some are of pare red in colour. They are fond. &i adorn-

ments and hearing sweet words.
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[12th variety of D$ER]

(QOKARNA)

These kinds of deer are whitish-red and some brown in colour.

They have very short ears. They like to Hve in cold places when they

are in countries. They are very quiet- going ones. They have stout

heads and broad hoofs. They are fond of playing with their creed.

They have slow pace*. They are very coward and have stout stomachs

when young,

[18th variety of DEEB]

(EH A')

These kinds of deer are very tall and have pure gold coloured

body* There are a few spots on their bodies. They have good swell

like jasmine and lotus flowers. They are fond of listening to sweet

words, and of eating gmss, rice, dhalla etc, and also of music and

cf living with people. There are many kinds of dear in the forest*

possessing the same nature, qualities, and work. The female ones too

resemble the male ones in all respects save big horns. They are more

passionate, quiet going and beautiful than their male deer. Their duty

is more or less to play in different ways. They much afraid but are

speedy. They generally take a little food and sleep. They have more

good qualities indescribable. The youth for them extends from their

2nd to 6th year. They become old from th® 7th year. Their utmost age

is 9 years. Owing to work and nature, they are said to be Kajasa Mad-

yama or middle in 2ud class.
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[14th variety of DB1BJ

(MUSK DEES) G-ANDHARVA.

These kinds of dew are of 5 kinds. They'd! resemble to deer

^ colour, ,iTO , gTOHfeg} Eature eH bafe ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^
have hanging and ttout navels.

[1st variety of Musk DEEB]

CGANDHABVA)
,

They are brown in colour and very tall.They give inor«quantity

of muik. They are very swift in running. They lie tinder shades -in

Bummer,

[2nd variety, of Mmk DEEB]

(SABABA)

They are reddish-black in colour aacl spotted; but are abort in

size. They are sleepy and lazy. They have 'always rocky bed sleep. At
'

wmie taraea they dwell in. etld places. Very .good smell like jasmine

flower comes out of their bodies.

[3rd variety of Musk DEER]

(EiMA)

They are whitish-red in colour and slow in paces. They have

projected and hanging jaws with full long hair. They are stout. The y

always desire to live in forestt. They will have big and stout navals.

They often drmk water. They are afraid of hot Sun, rain, cold etc.

They are very calm and quiet-going.



[4th variety of Musk B1B1]

(SBIMARA)

Th«y have different colours on their bodies. They are very

stout and produce ranch musk. They run very fast 'when they are

angry. They musts b© kept without threat and pnnisbment.

[5th variety of Musk DEER]

(ftAYAYA)

They ar© of diferent colours and slow in paces. They have long

ears &md much anger. They d© not like the scent of human, beings and

ran away. They could not be caught very easily. They are much afrai

and are stout fco a very little extent*

16th GROUP.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF RABAKIES-

There are 4 kinds of Sabaries- They resemble deer but without

horns, Some are red, white, and some black- They are spotted ones.

They have very bushy tails and good smell. They always live in sha"

dy bushes. They have much passion, in the season in which deer have

They are very calm and quiet-going ones.

[1st variety of SABARIES]

(CHAMAKA)

These kinds of sabariesare tail, and white in colour with sharp

ears and very smooth hair. They have very bushy tails with full of
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soft hair. They run very fast. Their ha|r are very useful te* Gbarawa

(a kind of Pan) and superior in class.

[2nd variety @f 8ABARIES]

(KANDALI)

These varieties of Sabaries are black in colour. They often mn

fast jumping. They cannot be easily eaptared even by banters living in

forests. They have stout 'bodies and soft hair. This hair are also need

for Chamara and Savari. Their hair are grouped in the middle ©lass.

,
, [3rd variety of 8ABARIE.S]

(CHEENA)

They are, felaekish-red in colour and very short in size. By

thair tsmpei; they are irritated to a little extent and good spaed. They

fear human beings and ran away. They have some bad qiaaliities*

Their hair are inferior in quality.

[4th variety of SABARIES]

(PRIYAKA)

They are red in colour. They have red eyes, stowt bodies, long

bushy tails and long hair covering their bodies entirely. They ard

afraid naturally and slow ia running. They don't like the scent of

human beings. The hair of these animals are of the inferier quality.

The female ones resemble male ®nes in all respeeta.
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17% GROUP- '

GENERAL DESCEIPTION Of MONKEYS.

There .are 8 varieties of Monkeys. They generally live in

forests. Some are red, black, brown, white, gray and some with

different coleurs. Th«y always like to play with one another by

climbing trees. Tkey have red faces, long tails and small eyes. Th#ir

chin* are very dearly apparent. They.are fond of wicked deeds* They

are always ill-tempered. They d© cruel deeds- They could not be

easily checked and controlled by people. They are fo»d of quarelling

with one another. They are very fearful to look at. They are given

training but it is in vain. As they are very wicked and mischievous

they have much passiea for ©'habitation especially in Autumn and

Winter seasons. The female monkeys become pregnant After single

enjoyment. They give birth to young ones in the 3rd or 4th month*

They cohabit at short intervals as they are very mean-minded. For '2

or 3 months, the mother monkeys will be going out and doing thiiigi

with their young ones underneath their stomachs. Their young one,

begin to run fast injheir 4th month- Their varieties ar* mentioned!

below:

—

[1st variety of MONKEYS]

(kapiv

These varieties of monkeys are red in colour with blond red

faces. aBd a little tall in size. They are always angry. They always dwell

in forests. They are not easily eaptuarable by wild tribes. Their bodies

are stout to a little extent and tails long. They suddenly jump f«m
one high place to the other. They threaten all the minor animals, mi
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human children. Natiirally they have deceiving tendency. They hide

and do things. They play only on branches of trees. They are coward

by nature. They yield when they are punished. They have long jaws

and nails.

[2nd variety of MONKEYS]

(PLAVA.NGA)

These kinds of monkeys are. reddish-black in coleur. They are

naturally., fearful. They are much irritated by auger. They are neither

tall nor short. They are lazy and sleepy. Their rear portion is black.

They have short tails. Their jaws and nails are short. They are fickle-

minded and very cruel. They are fond of doing harm to small birds.

They run very swiftly on trees and on grounds. They aire wieked ones*

[3rd variety of MONKEYS]

** (SAKHAME1GA)

These kinds of monkeys are brown in colour. They have blood-

red eyes. They are very tall, having leng jaws and nails. They are

strong and mighty. They turn their eye-lidfl. They n©ver hear sweet

words. Their quarrels with one another and play are curious and

arausive to people. Their anger subsides aEter a long time. They do

always wicfced deeds. They are deceitful.

[4th variety of MONKEYS]

(YALIMUKHA)

These kinds of monkeys are Ibiack in ' col our and tall. They

liave very .rough and long hair throughout thdr/bodies. They are stout
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having B,bort tails., They; are, very dull by -.n&fcwe. They fa&vd much

haughtiness. Some have glittering eyes. Their figures are ugly. They

often, cry with loud KeeclnKeeoh noise. They are always cheerful , and

have bad smell. They are not easily capturable They are ungrateful,

much passtionate and much fiekle*mind6d.

[5th variety of MONKEYS]

(MARKATA)

These kinds of m-mkeys have combiuad colours black, reel, and

•white.They are short ia siz9,ugly, crael minded and threaten souls by

gazing and turning their eye-lids up and down. They have lean legs,

had °™cll and very long tails. They climb up trees and jump. They

will fight with one another even at night-times. They are mran-

minded, wicked natured and very eheatful. Their cries are intolerable.

[Gth variety of MONKRYSl

(YANARA)

rh««e kinds of monkeys resemble human beings in appearance*

mature, and work. They are of different colours black, red, and white.

Their bodies are densely covered with thick hair. They have stout,

stomachs, huge heads, and tallness in siise. They are afraid of cold,

hot Sun, rain, heavy winds etc., They produce fearful notees. They

have unceasing enemity and ungratefulness. They are not easily cap-

turabie. They are fickle-minded and deceitful. As they we wicked uud

mean-minded, they desire to stoop to mean things.
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[7tb
, variety, of MONKEYS]

(k.eesa) ,

These kinds of monkeys would ever be producing keech keech

noise and have bad-tamper. Their passion for cohabitation increases

when their temper is reduced. They, at times, quarrel with ©bq another.

They are fond of eating mucb. They have long feet and very long tails.

They often hang on the branches of the trees. They are never single

and secluded. Hence, they play with one another joyfully. They eafc

grass .too- They are reddish white in colour. They wander in thick

ferests, mountains and caves.

[8th variety of MONKEYS]

(VANAUKAS) (BABOONS)

These kinds of monkeys are black in <^o«r, sfc©mi„andhatf#

tall bodies. They alwaya live in forests., They die shortly, after,, they

come out of the forests of their own. accord or when turnedby force?

They have stout stomachs. Their bodies .are, covered^ with r.ougb, long

and thick hair. They do not miss their gripe anywhere in their time-

Rome of the monkeyB of this variety have black faces. , They,are very

harmful and dull natured. Some resemble, bears in appearance. .They

are devoid of hearing the sweet' words. They are. very . strong and

powerful and have their eyes become blood red when they quarrel,

Some are very powerfull in their native places';
,
some in other

places show their mighty powers and some leave their places, Ior, she,er

fear. Some ever suffer from sickness- Tkere are many varieties of

monkeys possessing the same qualities, nature and work- The female

monkeys resemble' the male ones in character, nature, qualities etc.,
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but are more beautifal and have smooth hair on their bodies. They

have a little anger, haughtiness ^and more passion for cohabitation.

They are very affectionate towards their children. Their youth extends

from 2 to 7 years. Their utmost age is 10 years. Owing to their dull

nature, and fickle mindedness, they are said to be Taroftfia Adhama,

or inferior in 3rd class.

18th GROUP.

GENEBAL DESCRIPTION 'OF JACKALS.

There are 6 kinds of Jackals. The? arc fond of living in fonmts

alone. They are yellowish, red, grey, or whitish-black in cohw, Thw

are very cunning and tactful. They always run swiftly with bimliy

tails- They hide in such a way that, even wild tribes in fowts eouUI

not catch them.Owing to their crie*, people living by the sulo of their

places under go many hard-ships and they are hifcuapicions Cor thorn.

They are carnivorous. .Their youtli begins in the 2nd yew. Thoir

passion increases in rimy season and they cohabit with their fetnak;

ones of equal age. They suffer pun jyhen they arc pregnant. Tlmy

give birth to young ones (cubs) in 'their 4th or 5th month. The young

ones will often suck their mother's mtlk.Tueir varieties are mentioned

below:—-
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[1st variety, of JACKALS]

(SRIGALA)

These varietsieg of jackals are not bo tall in size and thsy have

golden colour. They naturally walk swiftly and walk more swiftly

when they loose their tempar and are afraid- They cry very unpleasa-

ntly. They injure we%k a.aim%ls.
:

Their smell is bad. They are afraid of

coll, winds,, rftin, and hot Sun. '
Though they ate ingigaificint ones, they

*re wy shrewd and keen in understanding others.

[2nd variety of JACKALS]

(MftlO-AOTURTA)

Jaekals of this kind clearly know the place and residence of each

•anA ftverr animal ant! at times they deceive them tactfully the other

nniraala some hew or other escape when attacked by them. Their bodies

nra a little rough, stout, and brown in colour with rough hair on them.

They have much mustaches -on their faces. They are much afraid of

huge sounds. They know the dwellings of hum-in beings aad cause fear

in people if they are alone. Their cries are long and fearful. They are

Hunch irritate! 'by anger.

[3rd variety of JACKALS]

(VANOHAKA)

Jackals of this kind are in golden colour having long jaws, claws

(nails) and hair with ugly bodies. They are fond of living with crowds

or flocks- They are very powerful at nights. They are very dreadful
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and oruel and oould not ha easily controlled. They often cry and their

eyes are much blood-reded wbea they are angry. They kill asd eat tbe

^uiet-going animals.

[4th variety of JACKALS]

IKROSHTEA)

These varieties of JacKals are blackish-red ia colour. There is

whitish colour on their faces, stomachs, and legs. They Are very tall

and ugly with bad smell. They invariably cry ia mornings and ©vetting.

They always wander for prey as they are very hungry. They have

much bad temper and cunniugness They are not easily capturable even

by the forest tribes.

[5th variety of JACKALS]

aAMBUKA^

These kinds of jackals are red in colon'*, but, their fae% and tails

are black colour. They are naturally dreulfql and very cunning. They

are so quick in speed as they could not be "shot dead by weapens They

have l@ng.eais, short legs and bushy tails. They do not like the scent

of human beings. Some of these have long stripes on their bodies. At

times they deceive animals.

[6fch variety of J A CECALS]

(PHBEO)

Jackals of these kinds are "spotted with different colours.

Their bodies are ©f golden colour. They have always much anger. They

always live in forests, and hide in b«sl»s in ^ay times. They, at



times attack people and harm ilie oiher a«im*tk They are very ava-

ricious. They stoop to do teiy t&ew' 'work' whan they are hungry.

If they happen to oome to towns or villages, silch villages or towns

would be spoiled as their coming is said to be inauspicious. They are

not easily obtainable. The female jackals resemble the male ones in all

respects," but are- very siew in.iWfvtk.: They are' calm to a little extent,

#ftd aAwi&yB" lye uad£r<the. ©hade of trees. They take a little food.' They

(both male and female) are fond of eating corpses. Henc« they should

not be allowed to enter in fco villages or towns.. Their youth is. from

2 to 7 years. Their u|most age is 10 years. Owing to mean-mindedness

and bad qnalitiee, they are called Tamasa Adhama or inferior in Srd

class.

.

, 19th GROW.,'
„

' GENERAL INSCRIPTION OF OATS. ',,;,

There are 5 varieties of cats. They generally live in house?.

Some live in forests. They are always selfish. They do always mean

things. Some are white, grey, black and some yellowish-brown in

cplour. They are generally striped like tigers and some spotted . They

have long tails and they are quiet going, calm, and coward. They

give bad results always against the auspicious deeds. They are fat

by. eating rats, food, ghee,curd etc. Tbey resemble jackals in character.

Their passion for cohabitation increases in Spring. 'After 1* years

they get prime youth. Generally they begin to cohabit with female

ones especially at nights- They lick each other and play happily at
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the time of their intercourse. They give birth t» 2 to 5 kittens in their

4th or 5th month. The kitt»ns oftea suek their mothers'milk mi play

with them for some months. Their varieties are described b®low:-~

[1st variety of OATS]

(BIDALA)

Cats of these kinds have black spots throughout their bodies.

They are long-bodied, round faced and bushy tailed. They are oftett

fond of eating rats, bandicoots, food, ghee, curds, milk etc., and

living in dwelling houses, but they are coward. They can easily see

things at nights. They are very cruel, ungrateful and selfish. They

have a little passion, haughtiness and bad smell.

[2nd variety of OATS]
!

(MABJALA)

These varieties of cats are a little bit tall and. stout. They ofUn

run from place to place. Their mews are a littlt bit harsh. They stoop

to do unpleasant things and deceive persons. Thay we very angry

and passionate. They eat mach owing to severe hunger and fchrist.

They have long faces to a little extent and long stripefl. Their jawa

and claws are very sharp. They always quarrel with one another.

They are fond of dwelling in houses. They eat flesh alone, at times

and some times they pour down the food, milk, ghee etc., and eat

them. They cohabit during night times.
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[3ra variety of GATS]

(OTHU OB WILD CATS)

Tbase kinds of cats are black in colour and spotted with difieremt

colours. They have long stripes (on their bodies,) jaws and claws.

Some are a little dreadful living in forests alone. They are fond of

eating flesh and sleeping always. They mew terribly. They are harmful

to minor animate. They have rough hair and long tails and a little broad

eyes. They stoop to erael actions always. >"

[4th variety of OATS]

(AKHUBHUK)

Cats of these kinds are very tall and yellowish-brown in colour-

They often kill «mall animals as they are fond of eating flesh. They are

very cruel-minded and mew very dreadfully. They generally wander in

idghte Some have uniform colour on their faces, stomachs, and rear

portions aad the rest of the bodies are in some other colour. Naturally

they do net hear sweet words and they are not easily capfcurable. Some

have black (mes, owing to long jaws. Some are white with bad smell.

[5th variety of OATS]

(MEDAKA OR CIVET OATS)

These kinds of cats are the best ones- They are born in forests

alone. Their bodies are long and they have very bushy tails. They have

much mustaches on their faces. When they are black, there are red dots

on their bodies and when are red, there are white dols throughout
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Especially, there are many kinds in tbffr 5th varieties of cats (i-e, civet

oats). They produce much civet which is more valuable. Naturally

they are quiet and easily trainable. They are fond ©f hearing sweet

words. They have a little sfawp ears. They are afraid of big noiseg

like the beating of trumpets etc,.

Many kinds* of cats are available i» forests .possessing the same

nature, qualities, and colours. The femala oats resemble the male ones

in' all respects. Th«y walk slowly and :*re alittle calm and quiet-going.

They are not good to people- Their youtk is from 1\ years to 3 years.

Their utmost age is 4 years. Owing to nature and breed, they are called

Tamasa Adhama, or inferior ia 3rd olasn.

20th GROUP.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF RATS AND HARKS.

There are 4 varieties of rats. They are very silly. Generally

they always live in housas as cats do. Some live in gardens in deep

heles. Some are blackish-white and some brown. They generally move

in nights alon® with "Chuku-Chuku" eriea. They are much afraid of

cat*. They are foni of fating paddy, corn, oil and other things. They

have very small earn and very long tails. They have bright eyes and

smooth bodies. They are always passionate but more in summer and

winter seasons, and generally female rats give birth to 4 to 6 mice in

those season generally. Their pregnancy lai-its for a month and the

mother rats carefully and affectionately protect their young mice

after the opening of their eyes till 5 or 6 mouths. Their youth begins

in the' 10th month. They often jump and play when they are young.

Their kinds are described below:—
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[1st variety ofRAT S]'

(UNDUEU)

These kinds of rats are black .in eolour and very short. in sisse-

They often tutu round their eyes. They always live in the dominated

houses. They are afraid of cats aad they ruu quickly when they near

t;at'« noise. They have much mustaches. They bite and spoil every

kind, of articles like cloths, dress, grains, provisions etc., They are

the turbuUvnts of humn»n sleep by going up and down the house pro-

ducing "Chuku-Ohuku" noise. They have smooth bodies and small

e>ym, Tlwy dessrva pumsbmeut. They are fond of eating much. They

rloalwiVH very silly actions,

[2nd variety of RAT B]

(AZHU)

Thews kinds of rats are whitish-black in colour. They wander

even In day times. They dig many holes in houses. They destroy

grains, elothn etc , They have not much fear." They have stou f
» bodies

and lon^-HilH. They often produce noises. They generally dwell in

crowds. They fear much if they are separated. They are very selfish

:md ungrateful- They have poisonous teeth and if they bite any' one

ho will di« on account of their poison*

[3rd variety of EATS]

(MOSHAKA)

Thofit kinds of rats are a little bit .stout, tall and black with

long tailrt. They are stout when they are 'young. These rats remaia iu
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living houses. They have long mustaches, rough hair on their bodies

and bad and ugly eyes and big heads. These rats too have venomous

teeth and if they bite, lives are lost. They are oraal and aagry. They

will sleep well in day time. They are powerful at night*. They bite

with their teeth everything and often dig holes in the earth.

[4th variety of ;RA.TS]

(OHCCHUNPURU)

Those rats which spoil the natural smell of every article by its

long exhale, especially during night timw, are called Omichundurus.

Generally they are very inferior in their kinds. Their bodies are very

Bstmll and they wander in nights alone. The female rats too have the

same qualities and nature like that of the male ones. Some have their

natural death and some are killed by cats. Their utmost ago is 1|

years. Owing to mean nature and qualities, they are called Tamaaa

Adhama or inferior in Vrd class. Tke above said rats of 4 varieties

should be driven out of the houses as they are very bad for housa

owners by those who da^ira to bs prosperous.

[THE HARES]

(SASA)

The hares are termed as younger brothers of rats, but generally

they are of white colour. They have no bad qualities to hinder like

rats. Their play in different varieties ie pleasurable to those who

gee them. Their bodies are smooth and very small in ai^e. They can

walk swiftly. They live in forests alone. They are "much afraid of

cats, wild dogs, pigs and boars. They have small eyes and ears. They
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remain la nnmbeni and flaying in shades. They are easily trainable

mi fond of sweat words. They eat flesh alone. Some are whitish-black

in colour .and some with diffsrent coloured dots on their bodies. Some

art alow in tpesd. As these hares, there are many growing in abunda-

nce io Hi© forests,

<?.>

21st GROUP.

GENKBAfc B180BIPTI0H OF WOLVES AND BOGS.

Ther© a»S and 6 varieties of wolves and dogs respectively

Hfitg io villages and towns. Some of the 'dogs are white, red, brown,

blade , grty and some io different colours. Wolves are very eruel and

fond of flesh. They ate tell and very impatient and mean minded,

(taneml^bofch for dog** and wolves, the-yo^th begins, in their 2nd year.

They are wry passionate in summer and winter seasoas. They are

shameless in respect of cohabitation. Some-how or other, dogs coax

the ieraftlaouw (bifceb.es) and cohabit with them for a long period in

public places and tinder the shade of trees. The bitches became

pregnant noon after their cohabitation. The duration of their pregnancy

it S to 4 month*. They &n birth to 4 or 5 flips' at a time. The

pupa Hw on their mothers' milk and play for some months. Though

they ©at mean and silly things they are very intelligent. Dogs guard,

well'heuMB, bungalows, palaces and other places.Thty are very grateful

to their masters. They are not allowed to enter in to and driven out

from place* where ceremonial* and sacrifices take place. Their, kinds

are mentioned below:—
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Lists variety of WOLVES]

(VRIKA.)

These kinds of wolves are tall ia sizes black in colomr and very

impatient at all times. They are fond of huntiog always. They san

easily oatoh animals in forests. They are very dreadful by nature. Their

jaws are long and they are very swift like arrows. They have long"

nails, blood-red tongues and a little red eyes. Their cries are very

terrible. Tbsy possess sharp ears and short tails. They caa fiad out

animals living in different corners of forests by scent. They are very

haughty and with less passion asd sleep. They could not, easily be

captured and if captured, they oeald easily be tamed. They help after

taming and training.

[2nd variety of WOLVES]

(KOKA)

These kinds of wolves are a little smaller in sisse than the

Vrikas (mentioned above). They are red or blackish in colttr. They

are very ferocious aadhave long tails. They have short legs and dread-

ful jaws. Their beads and rear portions are stout. They protrude their

tongues and run away. They do not lika the scent of human beings.

They kill all kinds of animals and souls and eat their flesh. They cry

often. They have rough hair, and bad smell on their bodies. They

hunt. Their eyes are very glittering when they are ferocious.
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[3rd' variety of WOLVES]

(EHAMKIGA OR BUEGLES)

These kinds of wolves are of different colours. Some are spo-

tted and some are striped. They are very tall in size. They run' very

swiftly like an arrow. They are always ferocious, and never listen to

good words* They have long faces, very long ears, protruding tongues

and hanging testicles, They are lean and have very lean stomachs.

Bad smell alway« comas cut of their bodies. They are very fond of

hunting. Female ones resemble male ones in all respects. They are

easily captaarable and trainable in their early ages. Their qualities and

character would become good if they are kept in their eariiy ages.

Owing, to their mean nature and bad deeds, they are called Tam&sa

Adbama or inferior, in 3rd class-

fist variety of DOGS]

(SWANAH)

Dogs of these kinds are tall aad red in colour. They live in

villages. They are calm and quiet-going. They are a little impatient

when they are hungry. They eat mean and melees things lying on

streets. They always wander and sleep in skady places. At times, they

quarrel with each other. They have much passion for cohabitation.

Their rear portions , and stomachs are very stout, and they have long

tails, small and sharp ears. They have curved nails. They are sub-

missive and grateful to people. They are very beautiful when they

are young. They fear to wander during nights. They are not cruel.
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[fcnd variety of D0&$]

(KUKKURA)

Dogs of these kinds are black in colour having long tails. They

are very impatient but not strong. Their bark is rather very awful

to hear. They obstruct the strangers going in paths. They alwayi

quarrel with one another. Their gleapis short and their walk swift like

an arrow. They are fond of sweet words. They have a little panto*

huge heads and bad smell. They have protruding tongues in day time8

•nd strong memory Tbey can do any kind of work eutruated to them.

[3rd variety ©f DOGS]

(SU23AKA)

They are very short in size with different colours and wine

with uniform colours. They have very short legs and big heads. They

ftre very quiefc in running and very calm. They can act atcording to

the will of their masteis. They are very strong and a little passionate.

They are very shrewd and can withstand hunger and thrist. They

hark very unpleasantly when they are impatient. They have curved

tails.

[4th variety of DOGS]

(MRIGADAMSAKA OR HOUNDS)

They are very strong and tall. Some are brown and some

black with very short tails. They are fowl of catching legs of

goats, deer, cows, bulls and other animals and eating their flesh blood

etc Their bark is very intolerable and .unpleasant. Rough and thick

hair cover their bodies. They are not easily controllable
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mi. they me devoid of hearing sweet words. They are v&ry oriel and

terrible to looks.! &s they kave long jaws.

[5feh variety of DOGS]

(SAEAM1YA)

These kinds of dogs are very calm and quiet by nature, They

are a little toll in si«se. They are of different colours and some with

spots n.l«o on their bodies. They are very grateful and faithful to their

wasters. They are neither dull-natured aor impatient. They are fond

of hunting. They very swiftly run and are a little passionate. They

are fond of doing all kinds of work entrusted to them. They are very

strong find having long toils. They always live in villages. They play

it* BHteritf kindB and are very beautiful when young. They run very

hub when instigated and have a little sleep during night times.

[fith variety ©f DOGS]

(0BAMYAMRIGA)

Thooe kinia of dogs are short. Some are generally brown and

Home with different colours. They have short earn, much impatience

swat km ®\YMd' They are fond of fighting with one another. They

wander itlwrt-yn. They are dull-natured. They are fond of fighting with

pigs tmd iwwes. They eat flesh, blood, bones and other useless things.

They uavo ugly bodies and very unpleasant bark especially during

night*. They are very harmful to minor animals.

Dojjh of many kinds are found in villages and ©ther plaees

IK^fitrtfiing the same qualities and nature. They are of low breed and'
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sinful; bafe vary shrewd, They
. most, be caughtia . fehaic easly , ages and

trpMed for a guarding and hunting. Bitches resemble dogs ia all

respects; but are a little slow in running and more calm. They are

very fair when young. Their youth ia from 2 to 7 years. Their utmost

age is 10 years

.

AU animals from Hods to doga ate very well described regarding

their character, natare, colour, quality age etc., etc., Such animals

should be e&ught in their early agesaad kept in cages and profited

well by Bajahs, Nobles ^and others. Those who* do ml protect the

animals in the world, will never get fame, virtue and pleasure. Those

who protect !cows, for a long time in their palaces».bungalowa, houses,

(as the case may be) and give fchem in charity to Brahmins both

before and after death, get virtue and moksha. Theugh the nniroals

cannot talk as human beings, they are very useful to people. They

can do the work entrusted to them prefcty, well.

Those which cannot be set right in training, must be left.

Generally their bad qualities may be set right after training and when

trained if they are useless they must be avoided. As human beings

possess the differences of intelligence, character, qualities, beauty and

goodness so also the quadrupeds have the same. A very few animals

have many of the qualities, nature etc., For those few animals

have now been described, If people want to learn more about their

characters, qualities, nature, value etc, its detail in addition to this

description, they can do so by their keen observations.

END OF FIRST PART CONTAINING

THE DESCRIPTION OF THE ANIMALS IN

THE ZOOLOGY OF HaMSADEVA OF MANDAKA VILLAGE.
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M-riga Pak*hi Sasfxa

Science -of Animate andBirds-

PART II.

Description of Birds.

22nd GROUP.

GEN1BAL DBSOBIPTIQS .®F .BIRDS

Like quadrupeds, such as elephants, horses, cows,bulls, buffaloes

and other Rajasa and Tamasa animals birds like swan, parrots, cuckoos,

peacocks, crows, wagtails and other birds do help people by pleasure,

amusements etc. All birds live in nests. Some of the birds build their

Hosts to live both in summer and rainy seasons, with their beaks,

legs and wings by means .of, fibres, «! fe ©©fcton, and small pieces of

wood, leaves, and straw etc.. on the branches of trees, some on the

trunks of the trees and some ou towers and mountains and elevated

places. Though they could uoti.spaakr like human beings,, they, %re very

clever. They generally live in -crowds,and, attack . their epemy JairjH

collectively. They >get their food, water, froHs, 'flesh, insects, etc,,,,with

their beaks and eat fchera with their comrades. They enjoy all kinds of



pleasure with their young ones, wi comrades in cool places and

gardens. They came out of eggs aceordiag to their sins committed in

their past births. Th ough they come out of eggs, they are very slayer

and do things more beautifully and completely than hutaau beings.

Th® birds are called the best decorations of high buildings mansions

palaces, and houses etc,. All kinds of birds enjoy with female birds of

different species in different ways and give pregnancy to them m their

prime youth. After preguancy, female birds lay eggs and sit on them

for some days to give warmth. They understand when young ones get

life, and pierce eggs witb their beaks. They protect them (young ones)

by giving them food for some time. Till they get wings to fly, they

Sake food brought by their mothers and play with them. After they

get their wings they tiy to fly with, their mothers in the sky for some

time til} they get full strength. There are innumerable varieties of birds

living in forests. Generally they sleep at nights only. They create

animal passion to young human coupltes by their actions. They conld

easily be caught by nets in their early periods and trained well. They

must be caught and tamed. Our ancestors say "Thos* who do not

fame and protect birds by giving food, are unfit to live on the surface

of the earth." Amongst all, swan ara most superior birds. Hence the

description of swan is first mentioned below: 1—

[1st variety of SWAN]

(HAMSA)

There are 7 kiods of swan. Swan of these kinds are called

Hamsa. They are very beautiful with white wings. Generally, they live

In lakes, lotus ponds and big wells, and upon good fruits, lotus
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trunks, mi leaves, and on lofiw. They are very swift when, they fly in

the sky and mhm they m& on fche§rouudi Its is very- beautiful to look

at. Their beaks and feet.are red in colour. Their necks are very long.

They ate ever happy. They have very soft feathers. They have very

much passion and they are always with their female ones. After rainy

season, they become very stout and puffed with haughtiness.

[2nd varietv of SWAN]

(CHAKRANGA)

Swan of this kind we very short in size. Their bediesare white

save their faces, wings and rear ford ions and ends of tails, which ara

red in colour. Their legs are very short and their necks are very long.

There are Wood-red stripes in their eyes. They are coward by nature.

They are itout, with soft feathars. Their tones are pleasant to hear.

Their tails are long. Lotus smell will be blowing from their bodies.

Thoy generally live in crowds, but if they are separated they feel very

much defected. At times they live in lakes and lotus ponds and at

times in shady places. They, are called Ohakranga Swan.

|>a variety ofSWA ft]

(MANASAVA-M)

Swan of these kinds do generally live in the Manasa lake on the

Himalayas and never go out of it. They are very patient and calm.

Their bodies are white like pearls save their red beaks and bushy tails.

Generally they dive in water often coming out. They have much pas-

sion and less appetite. They are moderate in size. They have a little
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sleep at nights. They play ia different pastures with their female «nes-

Their eyes resembls white lotus. Those persons who see this variety

of swan have ranch increase of' animal passion. Their bodies are round

like circle. Swan of this kind are ealled Manasavasi as they live in the

Manaaa lake.

[4th variety <d SWAN]

(BAJAHAMSA)

Sw>n of these varieties are very beautiful to look at. They are

purely white like full moon save their beaks and feet which are red in

colour^ Their walk in their youths are very beautiful and amusing.

Their cry is very amusive and pleasant. Those who have a look at

them, are freed frem sins committed in tbsir past births. Like Swan of

the 2nd variety , these swan also live at times inlo^us ponds and at

tiimes in shady places. They are a little tall They fly very high in the

Bky. They would cohabit with their female ones, playing and crying

very beautifully. They show innumerable modes of walk when they are

with female swan. If they appear in front ©f persons who g® to war,

they (persons) are sure t© bs victorious. After rainy season, they are

much puffed up with haughtiness. They have always their eyes wide

opeo as they are cheerful. "When they stand before the birds, the bird*

also astonish to see them. If abje persons train them up, they can

talk a few words to, some extent as they are intelligent and clever.
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[5tk vareity ®f SWAN]

(MALLIK4KSEA)
,

These kinds of swan are generally a little blackish-white in

colemr. If their entire bodies including their eyes are purely white,

they are called Mallikakahas and if they are purely white throughout

safe their beaks and feet with red colour, they are called Dhartaehtras.

All these swan are a little short- They have various coloured dots"on

their bodies. They have long and curved tails, and less speed. They

are very clever and and very fond ©f living with human beings. They

are not easily captuarable by experts. They are very fast when in

dangers. They are fond of ladies, who touch and protect them.

[6th variety of SWAN]

(KADAMBA>

Swan of these kinds are entirely a little bluisbrwhite. They are

moderate in size. They have broad and spread wings. They often cry

whet* they walk- They are fond of their comrades. They liv© in very

cool and calm places and in places where quiet-going animate live. They

are much passionate. They are very pleasant both in morning and

evening. They are a little bit coward. Tbey eat their food along with

their female awan like Gandharvas. They are very willing to fulfil the

desires of their female onea. They have much shining on their bodies.

They are easily captuarable and trainable.

[7th variety of SWAN]

(KALAHAMSA)

Swan ef these varieties are while :in colour. Their wings are
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a little bluish, their tails a litte black and their beaks red. They are

a little tall, stout aud big with curved necks- Their bodies are round.

They are fond of swimming in water and living in trees at times. They

are kind aad pleasing to ail birds. Thair feet are very white and their

feathers are very soft. Their tone is very piesant and stomachs are

very stoat in their youth.. Their feathers are long. They are a little

impatient and begin to cry often when they are separated from their

female group. They are always very fond of remaining with the female

ones, as they are much passionate. They could easily be trained. Some

swan are of various colours, an^l gome with s^ots of different colours-

The female swan too generally reflemble their males in all respects but

are more beautiful and calm. Generally the female onfis like to remain

under the shade of wings of male ones in summer. They always spend

their time with their male ones. They have crowns on their heads.

Their eyes and walk are very beautiful. Their youth begins in tluur

2nd year and lasts till the 5th year when they become pregnant. They

could be caught ia their early periods and kept in cages and well trained.

Their utmost age is 7 years. Owing to good nature and qualities they

are called JRajasa Uttanaa or superior in 2nd class*

23rd GEO UP.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF OHAKUAVAKA BIRDS.

(RUDDY-GEESE)

There are 8 kinds of ohakravafca birds or ruddy-geese. Gene-

rally they are blackish. Some are white and some blue like swaa.

Their nature and bodies resemble those of swan. They separate
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tliefatielves 'With*.-' their ..iejpi&le birds during wight tim®s ©wing t©

cttrse given 'to them. Again in the day break they come and join

with them. They are smaller- than the, swan. They would Increase

passion of the htiraaa:' ywng 6feuples much, especially in spring sea-

sou. They live ia lakes, lotus ponds, and on the lotus flowers. They

eat lotus trunks, flowers and ocher good tasteful fruits. Their youth

begins ia taeir 1st year. Their passion iB increased in the spring

season. Young ones come out of eggs after a month. Fem-ile birds

lay eggs after they beeome pregnant. The young ones get wings in

their 2od month. All birds in general corherf"eat of eggs 'after the

1st montk and get wings in the second month.

[letvarietyof BUDDY-GEESE]

(tfO£A)

Buddy-geese or chakravaka birds of these varieties are blackish

red in colour, very small in size, having round bodies. The ends ®f

their wings are black. They would often cry, especially at nights.

Their speed is less than that©f swan. They remain always with their

female birds from day-break to Sun-set. They would, often, dive in

water m summer seasun and play. They fly in the sky in crowds.

They are always fond of remaining on the flowers. Some times they

eat tree flowers, fruits etc., in the absence of pond flowers. Their

tone is very melodious when they are ycung.

2nd variety -pi SUDDY-GEESE]

(OHAKRA)

Their bodies are round like wheels. They are black in tolour



with small beaks- Their necks and encti if wings are^red in odour.

They increase passion of young couple by exhibiting their skill in

various dances. They are fond of living With their female birds. Their

eyes and walk are very beautiful. They would play in water often

with their couples.

'

[3rd variety of RUDDY GEESE]

(RATHANGA)

These kinds of ruddy geess are white in colour. TUeir wings are

long to a little extent. Their feet are red. There are various coloured

dots ©a their breasts- Their tone would be cheerful. They are much

afraid of people. They fly iu the sky in coupbs. They have very

smooth bodies- They would be bathing both in the morning arid

evening. They have much puffed haughtiness in their youth. Their

eyes are opened broad owing to cheerfulness. They have a little sleep-

Peoples' passton is increased in their youth when they see these birds*

The eoaala birds too resemble the male in all respects- They feel much

dejected by the separation of their husbands. Their youth extends

from 2 to 5 years. Their utmost age is 6 years. These birds like swan

are caught and kept in cages by Kings, Ministers, Nobles and other

persons. These birds are also classified under Rajasa. Uttarna or

superior in 2 ad class like Swan.

y^^K.
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24th GROUP.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF SARASA, BALAKA,

AND OTHER BIRDS.

There are 2 varieties in each class of these birds. They all live

in water and in cool places by the side of water. Tkey are grnerally

called as yo»ger brothers of ruddy-geese. Some ©r white, blue, and

black and mm.® of various colours. G-enerally all birds have various

coloured dote on their bodies. Their play is very cheerful and creates

RtnTOemerits to lookers. They are calm and quiet-going ones. They

have much passion in Spring and Summer seaaona. The youth for all

the above said varieties of birds basins iu their 1| years* All the female

birda protect their young ones very carefully. The young ones get

winga in their 2ad mouth and developed their growth gradually like

other birdie. Their varieties are meatioued below:

—

[1st variety of SARASA BIBDS]

(INDIAN CRANE PUSHKABA)

Sarasa birds of these varieties are called Pashkara. They are

blue in colour but their necks, wings and breasts are wkitish. Their

bodies are like that of the' ruddy-geese, but a little tall in size. They

have long beaks and they always wave their wings. They fly very

high in the sky very Wiftly in groups. They often enjoy with their

couples whenever they are passionate, especially at nights. They at

times live in lakes and ponds even. They ery very pleasantly. After

the first quarter of the night, they sleep. They are never be dull and

\my in the mornings. They take rest in the mid-day owing to weariness.
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[2nd variety of SAHARA BIRDS]

(SARASA)

These kinds of birds are called Saras% birds. Thesa are black

in colomr, and they have white and r@d dots together or red or white

dots on their bodies separately. Such dots are visible only in breasts

amd wing9. They have small beaks and legs. They are quiet-going

ones. They are fond of swimming in water often, especially in mid-

days. Their nails are of golden colour, They gerw&tly live on night

lotus or whifee and red lotw flowers. They enjoy with their couple* in

Spring season. They have vary soft bodies. Th«k beauty is cheerful

and amusing.

[1st variety of BAJjAKA. BIRDS]

(BALAKA)

These kinds of birds are called Ba.la.ka- They aro very titfU

having long legs, red beaks, and white bo.iifw. Tliair Htomaolm and

rear portions are stoat. Their wings are broad and big. They are a

little impatient when they are hungry. They eat small fish, fruits,

lotus trunks and roots and others. They often dive in water and play.

They generally enjoy during nights. They fly in the sky with their

couples. They perch on th» cool trees at the time of wearisome. They

are much afraid of the roar of Hons and tigers a.md they run away to

distant places. They are fond of swimming even in the floods and

Jhey have smooth feathers. They have a little passion.
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[2nd variety of BALAKA BfBDS]

(SAltANGA)

These kinds of birds are called Saranga birds. Some are blue

and some black- They have white dots on their bodies. They are

short in ri«» but have long legs aid beaks. They will, "collectively, fly

in tin* sky. They live by the side of water and in the cool and shady

places. They wilt come <j«iok from high in the sky and eath fish in

water (i.e^ they will have the the bird's eye view. Their beaks are a

tittle yellowish. They have broad eyes. They enjoy at nights only.

[1st. variety of GHAKORA BIBDS]

(OHAKORA)

These varieties of birds are called Ohakera birds. They are

bkck or blue in ooloar. There are different coloured spots on their

boflies. They are it-rat in si*e. They have long wings, stoat stomachs

,

BitMill beaks and legs. They will be looking on at the beautiful

sceneries in all direcbiana in the day times and in nights they eat the

moon light alone and thus improve. They will spend there whole

time in the day by remaining under the shade of trees and by sleeping

for some time. They would be always with their couples. They are

'afraid of thunder. They generally, never sleep in nights.

[2nd variety of CHAKQBA BIRDS]

(BBTHATCHAKORA)

These BrihatGhakora birds are a little tall in size.: Some are black
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and some blue in colour- Their wings, stomachs, and necks are a

little whitish. They eat moon light alone and if there is no Moon-light

for eating, they will be much reduced out of hanger. They wander in

nights and sleep in one place in the day time. They would always be

with their sexes. Both kinds of Cbakora birds build their nests' in the

huge and tall trees either by the side of mountains o^ the seas. They

can withstand hunger and thirst. They are naturally beautiful and

increase passion to young human couples. They drink the sweffc and

tasteful water in summer. They would generally, be hapv in nights*

They never eat anything except the Moon-light and they are vary

calm and quiet-going.

[1st variety of SAKABI BIEDS]

(SABAHI)

These varieties of birds are called Sar&ri. They are generally red

in colour. There would be some other colour on their wings, leg«, lonjf

beaks, and ead of the wings. They hare crowns on their headn am]

beautiful eyes. Their wings are small and beautiful Thny will lw <m

the trees, in their nests, by the side of water. They sit always separately

and search of their prey on the bands of the lake, crying beautifully

.

They eat small fish, flesh and fruits. They wander in the clay time

and sleep in nights. They would, always, be in couple wherever t,lu>y

go. They will join together when quarrel arises with the other birds

but, they are not, generally, impatient.

[2nd variety of SARAKT BIRDS]

(ATI)

These kinds of birds are called Ati birds. They are Tery short
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and small- Some axe white, black and some whitish black. Their beaks,

legs, and ends of their wings would be of 3ome other colour. They

have small beaks, a little stout bodies and broad wiags. They are fond

of living in water." They are afraid of going to strange plaoes.They will

not live collectively. They live in their nests alone in the rainy season^

but, very fond of seeing the clouds and rain. They spend their time

by eating bits of flesh and fruits in the rainy season. They will oolleo

lively help one another when they are attacked by another kind of birds'

[1st variety of CHATAKA BIRDS]

(OHATAiCA.)

These varities of birds are called Oh&taka birds. They are very

small in size. They are black, red or blackish red. They drink always

iW r&iri water and are healthy* As per a Sage's curse, they do not

drink the water on the face cf the ea>-th owing to the fear of being

unhealthy. Therefore, they live, generally, re the high pUoea as, the

tops of the mountains, and tall trees wherever there are clouds They

would, ever, be looking at the sky with mouths wide open for rain.

Sometimes they will be with their female birds on the shade of the

branches of trees. They will collectively fly very high in the sky.

They are very good to all birds. They are happy and healthy in the

rai ay season

[2nd variety of CHATAKA B1BDS]

(STOKAKA)

These kinds of birds are called Stokaka birds. They are very
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small in siae and black in colour. Their wings and beaks and feet ar®

red. There are very small dots on their bodies. They will, always, be

flying in the Bky and looking for the outcome of rain. They will perch

on the trees oa!y for a short apace at the time of wearisome. Their

wings are beautiful when they are young. They will, at times fly in

the sky collectively. Their female birds resemble their male ones

in all respects. Their youth is from 1| to 4 years, and their utraoBt

age is 5 years. They may be kept in palaces and high building and

well-trained. They would dance in different virietifts and give amuse-

ment. Owing to oature and good qualities, they are called Rajassa

Ufctama or Superior in 2nd class.

25th GROUP.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF GARUDA AND HAWKS.

There are 3 kinds of Gamda birds. They are called King of birds.

They possess very strong memory and good strength. They are white

red or of different •©lours. They have huge strong wings. They, are

the best in creed. They are the enemies «f serpants or cobras and

will eat them. They can fly very high and nwiffc in the sky, with cou-

ples, singly and collectively at times.They have Song and soft feathors.

They are neither cruel nor much passionate. They are very clever

and have very keen eyes. They are fond of hunting and to remain with

pe®ple. They eat the sweet and good fruits in the forests, flesh by

piercing with their strong and powerful betks. They oan withstand

cold, rain, hunger astd thirst. They are kind to all souls. They are
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much passionate in spring and Bimirner. Their youth begins in the 2nd

year. Their varieties are described below:

—

[1st variety of GABUDA BIEDS]

(GARUDA-BRAHMANY KITE)

This kind of bird is called Garuda bird. Their necks are purely

wlvtish and they have curved beaks, huge and broad wings and

strong and firm legs. They fly very high in the sky without waving

their wings sometimes and waving them at other times.They would at

time*, kill fish and other smaller ones and eat them. They never feel

tired even if they go afar. They live in cool trees and places crying

plesantly. They would kill cobras and eat them as they 'are their dead

foes, Whin they are impatient, they would kill all the enemy birds

and swallow them.

[2na variety of GARUDA BIRDS]

(YAWATEYA)

These kinds of Garuda birds are whitish in colour with their

wings- blaokUh-red. They are sa,id to be the sons of Vinata, daughter

of Deviiifi Being and wife of the great sage Kasyapa. Hence they are

called Vamateyas. They have a littl long tails and long leg. They are

impatient. They will fly in the sky, collectively, crying often. They

stout.bodied. They can fly very swift in the sky even against the

itulB. They can withstand all sort* of difficulties, such as, fatigue,

windB, rain, sun'H heat, hunger and thirst, etc, Their necks are of

pure white. They hate the birds' eye view very acurately. They come
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down from ths aky by, circling. They canuot be prevented by any other

bird when they fly in the- sky.

[3rd variety of GARUDA BIRDS]

(PANMAOARI)

These kinds of G-aruda birds are called Pannagari as they ar«

the enemies of serpants. They are till, white and spotted in different

colours. They have huge wings and big and sinrp Iwaka. They are

very grand in app3arance. No other bird could ' see and attack them

when they are very impatient. They will fly very high and very 'far in

the sky. They would sleep in day 1 11113. Their feather* 'are a, little-bit

long. Their bodus are stout and shining. They cannot be att*oked by

any one, anywhere. There ara many kinds of Gforuda birds of this

species in the forests. The female birds, too, do resemble the mala

ones in all respects. They are mor© beautiful and km impatient. Their

voice is very pleasant. The youth for both the sexes u from 2 to 7

years. Their utmost ago w 10 years. O^mg fc good oraod and tutor e,

they are called itajiisa Uttama or Superior in 2nd class.

[1 si variety of HAWKS]

(SYENA)

There are 2 varieties of Syena birds. The first variety of bird

is called Syena or the hawk and the second is'called Sasada or

falcon. The Syena birds are almost like Garuda birds, but %

ittle taller and more impatient. Their bodies are red with white feot.

Their beak, are very sharp. Their wings are very broad. Their cry
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is awfully, unpleasant. They are EotuJ of eating much flesh. They

are dreadful in appearance to other birds. They would fly swiftly

high in the sky. They are available everywhere. Their feathers are

rough and feet very strong. They are nob easily capturable . They too

have the "birds' eye view". They do not like the scent of human be

tags. They are very cruel in day time, when they will kill all the

other birds.

[2nd variety of SYESA BIRDS]

(9 ASADA-FA LOON)

These kinds of birds are called Sasida. They are tall and brown

with white wings.Their feet and beaks are red- They are cruel-minded

and their cry, too, is very unpleasant. They venture to do bad things

aid avary-thiag. They have rough feathers and bad smell on their

bodies. They are dreadful to other birds. They are devoid of sweet

words. They eat, pigeonsj doves, wildrates etc. Some of the falcons

have blood-rod necks 'and some various coloured necks. They are

fond of eating tmteh flesh. They have the same youth, age etc, of the

hawks- Owing to creed, .nature and bad qutlifcies, they ate eallsd

Hajasa Madhyamsb or Middle in 2nd class.

J^

26th GROUP.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OP EAGLES.

There are 4 kinds of eaglee. They are the brother-species of

hawks and Garuda birds. They are of different colours. They are
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dull-natared, stout, and strong winged. They eat fruits, flesh and

food etc, They are fond of hunting. They have increased passion in

rainy season. Their youth begins in the 2nd year- Their varieties are

described below: —

[1st variety of EACHiES]

(GRADHRA)

These kinds of eagles are biaokish-rei, stout bodied, and bit;

winged. They are strong beaked, and rough feathered. They arc very

strong and swift iu liymg. They would often wave their wing* when

flynig. They are a little calm and quiet-going. They are fond of living

with people and hearing good and sweet words. They wotild fly in diff-

erent pastures. They are available itr.o very corner of the forests They

will be dreadful and destroy the enemy birds when they are impatient.

They never wander in nights. Tiny can Colo rate hunger au:l thirst.

They are easily eapturable and trainable. They are keen and into] logout.

They have the "birds, eye view". They oat flesh, fruits r,nd food. They

are fond of bunking.

:|>id variety of KAOLESJ

iDAKttlTAYYA)

Those kinds of eagles are otherwise called Dakshayya. Their

bodies are short and balky. They have huge and broad wings with whitr-

colour on their ends ,-wings). Thair bodies are brown in colour. They

have small beaks, stout stomachs and long legs. They will wander

collectively. Thoy are shrewd and clever; but they never desire 1,0

hear the sweet words and do not like the scent of human b<HM»'s.

They never forget to revenge against the enemy birds. They will lly
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high and to a long distance in the sky. At times they stoop to cruel

actions. Enemy birds cannot attack fcheaj birds when they are young.

[3rd variety 'of EAGLES]

(ATAYD

Boiies of theaa kinds of eagles are small. They are of differeat

ooleurs. Their legs and wings are long and beaks very small. They

have tough feathers. Their cry is, awfully cruel. They kill all

the irmotB and fish which coan to the, shore. They, at times, eat

flesh. They have accurate birds' eye view. They fly very high in the

sky, collectively. They would be puffed up with haughtiness when they

are young. They shirk from and fear for hunting. At times they are

fond of fighting with each other. They become very stout in rainy

mmou, They are easily trainable and they are fond of hearing sweet

words,

[4th variety of EAGLES] .

(CHILLA)

These varieties of eagles have small bodies. They have beautiful

eyes and a little big luads with various dots. There are beautiful colo-

urs on thoir wings. Their tone is very pleasant and they have a strong

niftirmry. They are fond of living with people anl hearing sweet

word*. Tb^y eat insects and fish etc, which corae to the surface of

water and at times fruits and flesh, crying often. They are afraid of

hunting. They w uuler collectively both in the sky and on earth. They

fight with other birds fntiously when they are impatient. They have

smooth todies and are clever. There are many varieties of eagle*
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available in forests possessing the same nature and qualities The

female eagles, too, resemble, the ma1
e ones, in all respects. The youth

f or all the eagles is, generally, from 2 to 5 years. Their utmost age is 8

years. Owing to creed, nature and deed they are called Tamana Madh-

yaraa or Middle in 3rd class.

GEKBBAL BRSGBTPTTON OF CRANE.

There are 4 kinds of CraneB. They are greyish, white, reddish

and of different colours.They are dull-natnred and their ory is unplesant.

They are very strong when impatient. They are strong and have rough

feathers. They can fly to some distance in the sky. They live with

their comrades; but, at times, they do quarrel! with each other. They

build their nests on the tops of trees and live in them Soma like to

remain with people and some do not like to be so and go away. They

have much passion in rainy season. They are carnivorous. The youth

for them is from 1| to 3 years. Their kinds are described below:

—

[1st variety of CRANKS]

(OROWNOIIA)

These kinds of cranes have red bodies with white win&a*

They have very long legs, necks and beaks. They are stout bodied

birds. Their apperance is not pleashg and their cry is not long at a

atritch. They have failling paces of walk. Their feathers are vary

rough. They fly with their comrades iu the sky. They a,fe strong

and attack the enemy birds when impatient. They are fond of eating

flesh and sleeping during day-times. They will at times dive in water

and play.
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[2nd variety of CRANES]

(BAKA)

These kinds of craaes are white throughout. They have broad

wing?, vetj long beaks and feet and little smooth bodies. Some ate

stout and some lean and small. Those, which are small and lean are

not pleasant in appearance. They would, always be secluded wherever

they go. To attack enemy-birds they call for their comrades. 'They

are fond of eating flesh and fish. They would, at times, play in water.

Though they are dill) in nature, they would yield to people and give

pleasure to them.

[1st variety of KAHWA BIRDS]

.(KAHWA- &EESE)

Those which are very inferior to crane class ate called geese.

They are white in colour. They would walk slowly and their cry is

very unpleasant. They are fond of playing in raire. They are dull in

nature and bad smell would be coining out from them. Their bodies

are stout. They have very long necks and beaks. They can swim' in

water. They cannot fly in the sky. They are very ugly in appearance.

They « at insects, frogs and fish. They are unfit for training. They

are not strong and they are mean-minded. They decrease peoples'

welfare.

[2nd variety of KAHWA BIRDS]

(KUNOHA)

These kinds of geess are very short in siae. They are of
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various colours. They walk slowly ana their cry is awfully unplesant.

They have very long necks and beaks. They eat frogs, fish, grains and

insects etc They are fond of water. As they are dull iu nature, they

do mean, and silly things. There are many geese of various colours.

Their ferrule ducks too resemble them in all respacts. Their bodies are

soft possessing calm mind. Their utmost age is 4 years. Owing to creed,

nature and deed they are called Tamasa-Adbama or inferior in 3rd

class.

27th GROUP.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF GROWS.

There are 12 varieties of crows. They are, generally, black. They

would generally live in villages. Their cry shows the forth corning of

eithar good or fa.«l of the owaers of houses on which they sit. They

-are useful and fib for the merited food. They are, generally, said to

be the decorations of trees. They eat fruits, food, insects, fish and

flesh etc., especially margosa seeds. They are fair and their cry is long

and loud. They can play by jumping. They invariably cry both in the

mornings and evenings. They can seo by one eye alone. They are

dull in nature. They would often pity in water in. summer He&soix-

They are grateful to their misters. Their youth begins in l| years.

Their varieties are described below:—
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[1st variety of CliOWS]

(KAKA)

These kinds of crows are called Kaka owing to their cry as Ka-

ka. They are jafc blaok. They hwa big rough feathers, and long beaks.

Thin* often jjo by flying. Their cry is a little harsh. They would ever-

he with tln>ir groups. They are coward and lazy. They are long-

sijfhteifL whey would ever, be eating. Hence they are gluttons. They

become tired in the hot Sun. Bad smell would be coming out of

their bodiei. whey are troublesome to all binds of birds

[2nd variety of CROWS]

(KARATA)

This variety of orew is jet black and long winged. They would

alwayn hn producing unbearable cries- They are very strong and have

total) bfttkn. They will fly swiftly very high in the sky. They can

crosw rwty big flood-*, lakw, and am Ul seas. They Jare available every

where. They revenge against the enemy birds. They take a little food.

[3rd variety of CROWS]

(BALIPITSIITA)

This variety of crow is blue in colour and have smooth bodies.

They are fair to look at. They have small tails, beaks, and stomachs.

They take little food. They are ver/'ealm-minded. They are fond of

remaining with people. They are foid of eating the curd-food and

Bvroet food, etc. Their cry and walk are very pleasant. They would
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li'gfcsn eo sweet words. They never fear for people, ami never do meara

things. They would sleep during day times. They would always lie

single. They are good to all birds. Sacrificial food should be given to

these crows. They have some other good qualities and nature.

[4th variety of CROWS]

(SAKUITPRAJA)

This variety of crow is callel Sakritpraja; became they lay egg«

©nly once in their life time. The whole of their bodies are jet bhek;

but, their necks whitish in colour. They arc a little tall in size having

broad wings and a little long legs. They have stout heads and stoma-

chs. They can swiftly Jly very high in the sky. They would collectively,

attack their enemy-birds. At tiaa.es, they would qutrrel with each other

,

They eat flesh, fruits, food and grains etc. At times, they would

dwell in forests also. They are mighty and powerful. They would play

in different varieties by junping. They cannot he controlled" whwi

they are impatient. Those who do not lik:^ the people and go away are

considered to be very inferior and those who like to be by the Hide of

the people, are considered to be superior.

[5th variety of CROWS]

(DHWAKH11A)

These kinds of crows are deep blue in colour. They have

long beaks and legs. They a^e capable of flying in different pastures

waving their wings often. They can lly very high in the sky. Th*y
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would attack the enemy birds with dreadful cries. They are always

calm in temper and take a little food.

[6& variety of CBOWS]

(ATMAGHOSHA)

This vairety of crow is neither too black nor too- blue, but a

little tall. They would imitate singing in various ways. They would

always bs alone. They build' their nests always on the trees that arQ

by the side of water. They eat small fish sitting on the shores of the

, water. They are calm in temper and much afraid of hunting. They

.have no eremity at all. They would walk in different postures. They

would 'go collectively to any place. They live both in forests and

houses.

[7th variety of CROWS]

(PARABHE1T) ,

This variety of crow protects the eggs of cuckoos without then-

own knowledge. Henca they are called parabhrit. They are beautiful

and blue in colour throughout their bodies having some whitish colour

on -the ends of their wings- They have small beaks and very charming

cries. They are experts in building nests. They live in trees alone

eating the insects. They are afraid of people and rainy season- They

are capable of flying in various postures. They have pleasure during

mornings and evenings. They bathe surely in water during daytime.

They wander only in pleasure gardens and cool places. They have

some good qualities and are very easily trainable.
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[6th variety of ("ROWS]

(VAYASA)

These kinds of crows have very dark-bodies and rough feathwB.

They eat flesh of corpse. They are not fair to look at. Their beaks

are very long, sharp and strong. They perch for some timo on the

backs of goats, bulls cows, buffaloes, and other quadrupeds Their

appearance would be rather dreadful to smaller birds. Their cries are

unpleasant. They would, slowly, fly in the sky. They fear to go to

other forests. They are always secluded. They do not like amongst

themselves. They are mean minded and do mean things. They have

bad smell. They would never sleep in moon-lights. They fear for

thunder.

[9th variety of CROWS f

(CHIRAJIVIN)

This variety of crow has long life. Hence ft is called Ohira-

jivin. They are jet black-bodied; but, their necks, breasts and wingn

are a little whitish. They are a little tall in she. They have failing

paces in their walk. They do not fly high in the sky. They fear to cros«

the floods of the riverg. They are fond of eating food always. Tlu>y

are ever angry. Their cry would be very harsh. They eat very mean
... ',mt,

things. They would always have side-sight. They would^decoivo wo'nlu

and other birds. As they are fiokle-minded,. they have no stability.

[10th variety of CROWS]

(MAUKALT)

This variety of crow is very small in s^ze and blackish
1
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There wiil be some other colour 01 dots on the ends of their tails

awl wings. They have small beaks. They are fond of eating powdered

rice and food etc. They often swim and play in water. They are fond

of living with people. They sing at times pleasantly. They follow

the female crows cfteu wherever they go, owing to extreme passion"

They join their comrades at the time of fear and danger. They are

grateful to masters and fond of hearing sweet words. They are very

smooth bodied and easily trainable. ,

[11th variety of GROWS]

(BRONAKAKA-RAVEN)

This variety of crow is long bodied and jet black in colour.

They are called Dronakaka. They have very long beaks, legs and broad

wirifjK and very rough feathers. Thay have small white dots on their

bodies. They have sharp nails. They live always in forests. They are

not easily obtainable. They do not like the scent of human beings.

They are fond of eating flesh and their cry is very unplesant. They

attack other birds unnecessarily- At times, they quarrel themselves.

They do not take much food- They have cruel-mind. They have no

four when they are in groups.

(l-2th variety of CROWS]

(KAKOLA)

This variety of crow lives in mountains and at the foot of

the mountains. Their cry is very hardh. They are jet black. They

kill all the birds in the nests in the vicinity of their own nest* Their,rear
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portiouis I rig. Their necks are long amd feathers are very rough. They

are impatient when hungry. 1 hoy are not easily obtainsble. They would

fly very swift in the skv. They would injure quadrupeds at times.

They have enemity amongst themselves. They would always be

wandering round and round. They are born in forests and live in

forests alone. There are many varieties of crows bora in forests pos-

sessing the sa.me nature, qualities and colour. They must be caught jn

their early ages and trained. They are young until the 4th year. Their

utmost age is 5 years. Owing to creed and nature they are said to

be Tamasa adhamaor inferior in 3rd class.

2Rth CxROOP.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF OWLS.

There are 3 kinds of owls. They live in jungles, forests,

gardens and towers. They have broad and big eyes. Their bodies are

stout. They have big heads. They would, always be crying with Kala-

Kala noises. Owing to their Kala-Kala noises the house owners by

their side attain good. Their passion would be increased in winter

season. Their varieties are described below:

—

[1st variety oE OWLS]

(ITLOOKA)

This. kind of owl is blackislrred in colour. There are different

colours on their feathers. They are yellowish in 'colour on the corners
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of thoir eyes. They have very big and broid eyes. They are a little

tall and have small wings. They are Yery smooth having stout bodies.

They live always under the shade of the bushy tall trees. They are calm

and quiet-going by nature. They search for prey in crowds. They eat

flesh, insects and grains etc. They feel tired in the hot Sun. They

would never come out of their nests in rainy and winter seasons. They

arc devoid of quarrels. They would aive in water and play at times.

[2nd variety of OWLS]

(VAYASABWIT)

This kind of owl often quarrels with crows. Hencs they are

called Yayasadwifc. They are spotted in different colours. They have

long and sharp beaks aud long necks. They are very cruel-minded

birds. Theycreats fear to all birds in the forests. They are strong

and powerful. They do not move so quick as other birds do. They

quarrel amongst themselves at times. They cry very unpleasantly

when they are angry. They are very fond of flesh. They often wave

their win^, Thsy arc very proti.I when they are young.

[3rd variety of OWLS]

(PEOHA.KA)

These kinds of owls are small and have stout bodies. They are

of muddy colour. They have white colour on the. ends of their wings.

Thoy have yellowish eyes, and are a little lessin speed. They are calm

and good by nature. They foretell always the outcome of good or

bad by their cry. They live in the shade of busby trees. They are good

to all birds. Seme are blown in colour. They have big spots of
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different colours. These people, who live where these owls are, get

goodnes?, prosperity and wealth.

GE-NERAL DESCRIPHON OF KAUSIKA BIRDS.

(Another kind of OWLS)

There are 4 kinds of Kausika birds. They are black, blackish-

red, or brown in colour. Their cry shows the outcome of bad results-

They are very dull by nature and are cruel-minded birds. They

always do mean things. They cannot see, generally, in day times and

they can see well at nights. They produce often "Ghoo-Gnoo"noisea,

and thus create fear to people and other birds. They are very sinful

birds. They must not be tamed in houses. Their passion is increased

in winter season. Their varieties are described below:

—

[1st variety of KAUSIKA BIRDS]

(KAUSIKA)

These kinds of Kausika birds are a little tall and brown in co-

lour. They are very swift in flying and have a little broad-eyes. They

live, always, in dark plaees in nights They would, always, be single.

They would : always create unpleasantness to all birds and people.

They prey upon corpses- They would kill the quiet going and good

birds. They are swift and powerful at nights- They dislike Moon-

Lights.

[2nd variety of KAUSIKA BIRDS]

(CHOOKA)

These varieties of Kausika birds are called Ghooka owing" to

their "Ghoo-Ghoo" cry at Bights. They are brown in colour and have
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black-wings. They have short-bodies and long beaks. Their feathers

are very rough. They are very swift and pounce upon any other

birds, suddenly, at nights. Tbey would search for their prey, flying in

circles afc nights. They are very impatient and are not, easily, cuptu-

rable. They are dull and foolish-natured birds, producing bad smell.

They are very ungrateful.

[3rd variety of KAUSIKA BIRDS]

(DIVA-BHBTA)

These kinds of Kausika birds are much afraid of day time.

Hence they are called Diva-Bheta and they are sinful birds. They

are grey in colour, very tall having stout-bodies .and broad-wings.

They soar high, in the sky. They would injure the quidt -going birds.

They eat flesh of bud odou*\ They catch, hold of the hair and attack-

all- the birds and people at nights. They are very deceitful.
_
As moi-

keys, these algo do spoil all the birds and eggs, daring night times*

They sleep even in day times for a little while. .They are of low breed

and less passionate.

[4th variety of KAUSIKA BIRDS]

tfllBATANA)

This kind of Kausika bird has small body, short- tail, short-

leg, very long beak and a very sharp-nail. They are very stout. They

cry wry ofton " Ghoo-Ghoo". They are very fond of eating flesh.

There is much bad smell in them. They are very swift and strong to

kill all the birds at nights by searching them from tree to tree. They
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are much afraid of rainy season. They are not to be easily captured.

There are many varieties of I\aua"ka birds in forests having the

same nature, and qualities, etc They are unfit for training. They

would be young till their 4th year. Their utmost age, is 5 years.

Owing to their bid nature, low b:aed, and bud qualities, they are

called Tamasa Madhyaraa or Middle in 3rd< class.

29th GROUP.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF PARROTS.

The parrots are of 3 varieties. They are green-coloured birds

having long tailes, curved beaks and smooth and soft feathers. They

are very quiet-going and calm-natured, birds. They have beautiful

eyes and are very shrewd and clever. They like to live in houses.

They eat flesh, milk curd, food, fruits and grains ete. They spoak

beautifully if taught. They are ever clean. The are very swift in

flying. They are much afraid of cats mew. They are coward by nature.

They can not endure cool winds, hot Sun and rain etc Their move-

ments increase poFflion of the young human couples. They possess

many good qualities. Thay have much passion in spring and summer.

Thair youth bagias in U years. They would cohabit with their female

one& giving food to each other. Their varieties are described below:-™

[1st variety of PARROTS]

(SUKA)

Tbey are beautiful having green coloured bodies, long tails,
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very fair wings, curved banks, and fch&y are moderate in size. They

would say Chandra, Sarya, Naga, Vayu etc, if they are well taught.

They would live in thick and deep shada of trees. They are coward

and calm by nature. They ace very grateful to their masters who

give them curd, milk, and food. They would, generally, fly, collec-

tively in the sky. They have very clean bodies and are easily traina-

ble. They like to dwell in residing houses or bungalows.

[2nd variety of PARROTS]

OOSERA)

These kinds of parrots are of the above-said colour and a

little tall. They have broad and very smooth wing?, short tails and

very beautiful' eyes. They are fond of playing with women. They are

very keen and shrewd- They have strong memory, smooth bodies and

take a little food. Their speech would give much pleasure to people.

They would always be with their female birds. They would fly for

pleasure walk both in mornings and evenings. Some times, they dive

in water and play, in various ways. They have many other good

qualities. They are superior in breed.

[3rd variety of PARROTS]

(SAKIKA)

These kinds of parrots are of five colours yellow, blue, red, green,

and white. They are a little tall in size. They are very cheerful to

look at. They possess, naturally, very many good qualities. They eat

clean food, ilesh and grains etc They would always fi? with their

female birds. They are easily oapturable and trainable. They would

abo speak ,
distinctly* They have very smooth bodies and are very
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grateful to their masters. They are wearied a little in: day times. There

wouid be coming good odour out of them. They would fly high in

the sky in different postures. They have no auger and haughtiness.

They are very superior in breed.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF CUCKOOS.

There arc 4 kinds of Cuckoos. The/ are blackish red, blackish

white or blue iu colour. They often cry " ouckoo-ouckoo-" Hence

they are called Cuckoos. They have srrrill beaks, and cry very beauti-

fully. Their pleasant cry increases passion of the young (human)

couples, especially in spring season, and they arc puffed with haugh-

tiness at that time They have no pride, dull-ness and impatience

They always live in shade of trees They are much afraid of cold

winds, hot Sun, and rain &o. They eat tender leaves, buds, fruits and

grains etc They have good smell in their bodies. Their eggs are being

hatched by crows. They are ever with their couples iu gardens and

topes. Their -passion would increased 'in spring and summer. They

have their prime youth in the 1st year. They are capable of giving

pregnancy to the female cuckoov Thoir variet'es are mentioned

below:

—

[1st variety of CUCKOOS]

(VANAPRIYA)

As these varieties of cuckoos live in thick and cool gardens,

they are called Vauapriya. They are dark bine in colour having loiif

tails. Their cry is very cheerful. They take a very little food. They

would perch from one tree to another tree to enjoy good flavour.

They eat tender leaves, buds, and fruits etc., with their female birdn-
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They a?e shrewd, clever and very grateful. They will also eat curd,

milk-food etc. They would increase passion, to young human couples.

They are easily trainable. They have no irritation, and haughtiness.

They would speak seme human words, as Natha, Hamsa, Bun, Cow

etc. when they are trained to speak. They have some other good

qualities too.

[2nd variety of CUCKOOS]

.PAEABHRIT)

As these kinds of cuckoos are brel by crovs. thay are called

Parabhrit- They are reddish-black in colour, and a little tall posses-

sing broad-wings. They often cry in spring and summer season. They

are much pwsionafee. They live in nests on trees with their female

birds. They would be circling in day times. If there be any separation

of'the huni'i coupler, then fcha cry of these birds would be very

harsh and unpleasant to the separated souls. Their cry is depressed in

rainy and winter seasons. Their bodies are faded in summer and they

feel much thirsty. Their bodily appearance would be, rather, very

grand in Spring.

[3rd variety of CUCKOOS]

(KOKILA) >

This kind of cuckoo is whitish-black in colour and moderate

in size. They have beautiful wings, sweet cry, very long tails, a little

stout heads and stout stomachs, They would always turning their

eyelids. They are very happy in Spring. They are clever and fond of

living with human beings. They have no anger and haughtiness. They

are good to all birds and are always very calm-natured birds.
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[4th variety of CUCKOOS]

(PIKA)

This kind, of cuckoo is whitish-black in colour and their legs

and stomachs are of some other colour. Thay have red eyes and small

and smooth bodies. They are beautiful in spring and summer seasons.

They are coward by nature. They would amuse people by their

various plays. They are a little irritated when hungry. After their

hunger is appeased they would be fair and calm. They are afraid of

great noises. They would fly k groups both in mornings and evenings.

They have a little sleep in nights, They are fond of sweet words. They

are superior in creed. There are many cuckoos in forests of possessing

better qualities. Their female birds also resemble them in all respects.

The cuckoos have their youth till their 4th year. Their utmost age

is 5 years. Owing to good nature and qualities, they are calls Bajasa

Uttama ©r Superior in 2nd class.

y^x;

30th GROUP.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF PEACOCKS.

There are 6 varieties of peacocks. They have blue
s green, and

red colours on the whole of their bodies. Their necks are greenish

blue. They have big and broad crests on their tails. Those crests art

of different coloured feathers. They are fond of dwelling in houses

and they would dance in different modes. Those peacooki, which have
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crowns on their heads, are male ones. They see the clouds with

ftumsoraent and curiosity, and they danca. They are stout in rainy

season. The parrots and peacocks are called house ornaments. They

eat' curd, milk-food, grains, fruits ' and insects ete. They would, at

times, dwell io branches and bashes. They .are very keen amd shrevsd.

They are^natarally coward. They cannot endure hot Sun, cool winds

ete. They have neither passion nor pride. They have much passionf in.

fipriag and summer seasons. Their prime youth begins in li years.

They cohabitwith the female ones and give pregnancy to them. Their

varieties are dtseribed below:

—

• ^

[1st variety of PEACOCKS]

(MAYORA)

These kinds of peacocks are green in colour, tall in size, having

long necks and long legs. They have broad crests. They cry often.

They fly indifferent ways. Tbey dance more in evenings. They are not

gluttons and are much passionate. They are calm-natured birds. They

feel much delighted at the noise of thunders. They would sleep in

summer to a little extent. They hear the good words.

[2nd variety of PEACOCKS]

(BARHI)

These kinds of peacocks are very tall having very broad create.

There are different varieties of spots on their bodies. They walk

swiftly. They have small beaks and long legs. They have a little

irritation of anger. They are fond of eating much. They would dance

heth i» the mornings and eveniDgs in various modes when they are
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young. Sometimes, they live m slades wftli their p«s-hrf-?<. 'fV.fy

are much delighted by hearing the noise ot thunder. They mi vi>ry

happy in evenings. They never wander in hot sun but always are in

shades. They are 'easily captu treble and trainable, and they are good to

people and hear the sweet wotfds.

[3rd variety of PEACOCKS]

OSEELAKASTHA)

As this variety of peacock have deep green necks they are called

Neelakanthas. They have green colour throughout their bodies. They

are short-bodied and short legged ones. Now and then they would jump

and play in various modes. They are fond of music. They always sing

songs. They do dance in various ways in rainy season. They are fit

for the females' play. They are much passionate. They would always

be with Pea-hens. They have a little sleep in nights. Their cry is

pleasant. Thoy increase passion of cohabitation to young couples.

They wander beautifully in gardens and creepers- They have beauti-

ful eyes, crests and necks. They are somewhat impatient when

hungry. Good odour would come out from their bodies. They will play

in water in Bummer seasiou.

[4th variety of PEACOCKS]

(BHCJANGABHUK)

As this variety of peacock eats serpants, they are called Blm-

jangabhuk. Their bodies arc small. They live in forests alone. They

would often cry in mornings. Their eyes arc red when angry. They
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dwell on trofia and under the treos. They are good to all birds and even

go and remain in lotas ponds in the forests. They eat flesh. They

have rough Feathers. Thev are cruel and do not like the scent of

human brings, when they are irritated. They have n, little passion

ftrwl o.at a litbln food, They have lean bod'e^, lean legs and short wings.

They eamiofe dance appreciably rind had odour would come out of

their lioilipfl. They are devoid of sweet words.Thcy should not be tamed.

[5th variety of PEACOCK?!]

'

_

^IKITAVAUU

These kinds of peacocks have different shining colours on their

bodies. They are abort. They have different coloured marks, very

long necks, long beaks and smooth bodies. They would always be

wandering. They are grateful. They are fond of dwelling in houses.

They imitate the dance of the dancing girls. They are fond of going

out in craning* even if they are kept in cages. They eat flesh, fruits

and food etc. They are very keen, easily capturable and trainable.
;

[6th variety of PEACOCKS]

(KEKEE)

As these peacocks would be crying often as "Ke-ka" while

wandering and sitting, they are called Keki. They are a little tall.

They desire to live in houses .and bungalows and wander in streets.

They have very smooth-bodies.. They dance very often while they

arc young. They are much fatigued in hot Sun and hence they desire

to go and remain on the shores of the water, and thick shady bushes.

They would embrace the pea-hens when fatigued. They have red eyes
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and fees. They never stoop to do bad and mean actions and they have

some good qualities. The pea-hens also resemble the pea-eoek# in all

respects but have no erowns on their heads. They often turn their

necks. Their walk is very nics and fair. They have beautiful wings.

Their crests resemble the rainbow for colours. They are very calm

minded. Tbey have much passion whea they are in forests. The youth

for both the sexes is till 5 years. Their utmost age is 6 years. Owing

to creed and nature, they are called ftajasa Uttama or superior in

2nd class-

y

rSlat GROUP.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF PIGEONS.

The pigeons are of 3 varities. Some are bluish green and some

gray in colour. Their necks are a little white. Their cry is very plea-

ing. The sight of these pigeons increases pission of the young couple*.

They have calm-minds, beautiful wings and very smooth bodies.

They dwell in branches of trees and in holes of houses and towers.

Though they are kept in cages by people, they like freedom. They

often fly high in the air. They are much passionate. They eat fruits

grains and flesh. Their different kinds of play give amusements to

lookers on. They are easily trainable. They cannot withstand rain,

cold and hot Sun. They have much passion in winter season and have

prime youth in their 1st year. When they cohabit with the female

pigeons and give pregnancy to them. Their varieties are described

below:

—
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[1st variety of PIGEON d]

(PARAVATA)

These kinds of piteous are blackish in colour. Their necks are

blackish-grey. They have small beaks, small leg* and beutiful wings.

They would always, make circle in the sky. They are very calm and

quiet gfling. They would ever be with their female birds owing to full

passion. They fly in the air collectively to a great distance. Their cry

ib rather very harsh. They play in different moods in evenings. They

are easily trainable. They are coward by nature. They are much afraid

of hot Bun, cold and wind etc., They would always dwell in shades.

They are very grateful- They walk slowly |n day times and sleep a

little. They have strong memory. They eat fruits, flesh etc., very

eagerly.

[2nd variety of PIGEONS]

iRALABAVA)

This kind of pigeon cries very curiously and,,. cUeerf ally a°d

onco they are called Kalaravas, their bodies are black and! wings

white. There are dots of different colours on the tails, necks and

hreants. They hive red eyes and feet. They are a little tall in size.

They have stout stomachs and floated haughtiness. They have irri-

tation owing to anger at times. They give pleasure in rainy season.

They ent gnirm insects and flesh much. They quarrel amongst them-

selves. They 'attack their enemy birds. They are fond of hunting.

They can go to strange places and live. They are successful in their-

work. Vwml odour would be blowing out oE their bodies. They have

neither laziness nor Hotrnd sleep. They are much passionate at, times.
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[3rd variety of PIGEO 3 S]

(KOPOTA)

They are deep greenish-blue in colour. Their necks are pure*

white. Some have red beaks and some yellow beaks. Their bodies

are small, legs stout, and wings broad. They have lo-ig tails. Though

they fly very distant in the sky, they have »o fatigue. They are fond

of dwelling in houses. They are coward by nature but strong and power-

ful. They eat food, grains,fruits, insects, flesh etc. The female pigeons

too resemble the mile ones in all respects. They are more beautiful

and more calm-minded. They play in various manners- Their youth

is till 4th year. Their utmost age is 5 years.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION1 OF BLUE-JAYS.

There are 2 varieties of Blue-jays. They are blue coloured

with whitish blue wings and a little smaller than the pigeon*. They

are calm-natured. They increases much passion to humau young

couples-

fist variety of BLUE- /AYS]

(CHA8HA)

This variety of blue-jay is dark blue in colour w.th very short

beaks, broad wings and very smooth bodies. They often jump and play,

especially, in mornings and evenings. They are much pleased and give

happiness to people if they are smeared on their bodies. They often

dtink water and live always by the side of water. They are much
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reduced in summer. Their eyes would bacome red in' the raid-day.

They do not eat much food- They would always be acomanying their

female ones owing to heavy passion. Some of ' these birds have red

dots on their bodies.

[•2nd variety of BLUE -JAYS]

(KIKLDLVI)

This kind of blue-jay always produce Ki-Ki cry. Hence they

are cabled Ki-Kt-DivL Their bodies are blue in colour, except their

heads, breasts and ends cf wings of whitish colour. They are very

smooth bodied birds. They are very swift in the sky. Though they are

separate and single at other times, they would fly collectively in mor-

nings and evenings. They would be sitting by the side of water-pots if

they happen to fee in houses and by the bunds of the tank or rivars if

they be in forests. Tae o©rners of their eyes are either yellowish in

colour or of various -coloured dots. They eat good flesh, milk and

curd etc. The people, in general, are very happy when they happen

to play or be with the parrots, blue j xys and Shakora birds. The female

birds, too, resemble the male blue-jays in all respects. Their utmost

age is <* years. Owing t> good nature and creed they, are , ©ailed JUj&ia

Utiama or Superior in 2nd class.

32nd GROUP.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF COCKS.

There ar®4 varieties of cooks. They, generally, live in villages
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and towns. They are yellowish, red, brown, or of different colours-

Their feathers are rough- They have long beaks, and falling pices

in walk. They would run very swift whan they are angry- They cannot

fly high in the air to a great distance. They are dull-natured and

much passionate oace in three hours- They generally live in cool

places. They are "afraid of hot Sun and cold wind etc. They do show

the actual time by their long cry. They will eat insects, grains, food

and other nuisance. At times they are very impatient. There are

crowns on their heads. Within a year they get their prune youth and

passion. They are ever much passionate. They would often cohabit;

with the hens and give pregnancy to them. At a tir&e they will lay 6

to 8 eggs. The ehickens come out of the eggs after a month and be

with their mothers. They live collectively. Their varieties are men-

tioned bjlow:

—

[1st variety of COOKS]

(KRAKAVAKU)

These kinds of cocks are of several colours, bat, their wings

are red. They have yellowish beaks, very long cry and quick rnoY©.

mentfl. They are a little tali in size. They are coward and always

live in shades. Though they are collectively playing with on© another)

they quarrel with each other unnecessarily. Thoy are always fond of

eating much. They have rough feathers and untimely irritation

of anger.

[2nd variety ot COOKS]

(TAMRACHUDA)

These vanities of cocks are red in colour with white wings.
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They hate stout bodies, stout necks, sharp and short red beaks and a

little smooth feathers ana stout tails- They have much irritation of

anger. Invariably, once in 3 hours, they do cry. They are a littie'fejtrful

when quarrelling. They are afraid of hot-Suti and rain.' They are

always with hens. They sleep in mid-day, especially, in summer.

[3rd variety of COOKS]

.(KDKKUTA)

These varieties of cocks are brown ia colour having re4 beak?

and are short in mm and quarrelsome .with eaohothar- They, are slow

in walk and a little passionate. They play in mire and have much

bad smell. They eat dung, insects and ants etc. They ar« dull-nature,

and nlaepy. They are unfit for training. They are afraid of big noised

us beating of drums etc., Their cry is awfully unpleasant Tdcy go wa-

ving their wings when irritated. These sorts of cooks do always wieKed

and mean actions. Hence /bhey should not ba tamed.

[4ch variety of COOKS]

(ClflkftANAWDlW

These varieties of cocks are of one uniform colour on their

bodies- They are oall*d Charauayudha. They are stout 'bodied and

long legged birds. They have broad wings and thick feathers. They

lift thstr heads while walking. They have sharp and long nails. They

are fearful to other cooks and hens when angry. They are calm-

natnral and keen. At times they go and remain by the shade of trees.

They have smooth and beautiful bodies. Once in three hours they

also cry invariably. Their cry is pleasing. They are fond of playing

often. They eat curd, milk, food etc, and never eat mean things,
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Tltoyhavn stent bodies, fttoub.necfcg, sharp and, short red beaks and a

little itmootH feather* and stout bails. They have much irritation of

wwr. Invariably, otiee fa 3 hours, they do cry. They are a littie feirful

whan quarrelling. They are afraid of hot-Sua and rain. They are

jiiwitys with tang. They sleep iu mid-day, especially, in summer.

[3rd variety of COOKS]

(KTJKKUTA) '

i

Thews mriatiit'of cock's art brown la colour having red beaks,

strut art* abort in»w and fpwtelaotns, with'e&eh-otilMif. -They are slow

in walk ami a little pttsfonatfl. They play ia mire and hive much

bad ii»»*ll. They eat dung, insects and wits etc. They art dull-nature,

ami *lwp.y. They are unfit for training., They ate afraid of big noised

swhi'Mifttti pi drtttiM 'eta.,TUeir qry is awfully unpleasant They go wa-

vtri;* Mtt»ir wi»ip when irritated. Tteewet'i of 'cocks do always wicised

ami mmm wMmuu Hence ..they should nob be tamed.

[4oh variety of 0O0KS]

(OHAR'AN'ATU'DHA^

Thene varieties of cooks are of .one uniform colour on their

!»«ii«s. Tluiy are called Charanayudha. They are stout -bodied and

1o»k it'Uil'fd birds. They have broad wings and thiek feathers. They

lift th"ir heads while walking. They have sharp and long nails. They

are fearful to other (jocks and hens when angry. They are calm-

njiturt'd and keen. Attunes they go and remain by the shade of trees.

They have smooth and beautiful bodies. Once is three hours they

al«o cry invariably. Their cry is pleasing. They are fond of playing

often. They eat curd, milk, food etc, and never eat mean things,
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They are fit to be used as watch-guards in some places at times*

Thers are many varieties of cocks of the same, qualities which

are not de^oribod here Soma cocks live in the foresee and they are a

little bit cruel and carnivorous They are not beautiful to look at and

their cry is unples&nt. They are quite unfit to be trained and kept in

houses as tbey are useles$ ones. The hens have the same resemb-

jances in all respscts save or >was on their heads- "Some hens lay

many eggs often and some, occasionally, a few. Their utmost age

is 2| years. Owing to nature, and qualities, they are called Ta'uasa

Uttama or sup»rier in 3rd class.

/f!*^-*-'

33rd GROUP.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION* OF CHATAKA AND KAKETU

BIRDS.

There are 2 varieties of- Chataka bird? (otherwise called Spar-

rows) and 2 varieties of Karetu birds, (another kind of sparrowsJ

The Chataka and Karetu birds generally live in villages and towns and

some in forests. They are short -and smooth and brown in colour.

They can fly swift in the air. They are much afraid of noise. They

pick up grains spread on the floor and eat them. Tbey have lean legs,

short tails and pleasaafc cry. Their youth begins after the 1st year and

they begin to cohabit with their female birds very of! en. The female

birds, begia to lay eggs after one year. Their varieties are described

below:

—
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[1st variety of SPARROWS]

(OHATAKA)

These kinds of sparrows are brown in colour having white

wings. They area little tell and their leg*, be.iks and heads are a

little long. They cry in the mornings and show the people, in general,

the morning hoars with their beautiful cry like crows and cocks.

They are smooth, grateful and fond of bearing their masters' a#eet

words. They jump and play both in mornings and evenings. They

often drink water in the mid-day owing to unbearable heat. They live •

always in shades and they are very much passionate-

[2nd variety of JPARROWS]

(KALAVINKA)

These kincls of sparrows are short in siae brown iu colour through-

out arid their wings are either blue or black. Their eyes and feet are

blood-red iu eolour- They have lon^ nails, sm til beaks and small legs

They become a little stout and often play , in various modes during

spring season . There are thick and Jong feathers on their wings.

Some have broad wings and some short wings. They generally live with

their female sparrows. They are coward by nature and grateful to

their masters, They eat fruitB, milk, curd, flesh etc., Their cry is

pleasant. There are many kinds of sp-urows of various ^colours uu~

described here. The female sparrows too resemble the male ones in

all respects. Their utmost age is 2 years. Owing to "nature and creed,

they are culled Tamasa Madhyama or middle in 3rd class.
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[1st variety of KAEF/i U BIRDS]

(KARETU)

The Karetu birds resemble Chataka birds. They are black like

crows but the ends of their wings are white' in colour.' Some have

various dots. They would, collectively, fly very swift in the sky. They

live in shades and by the sides of water. Their cry is,' rather, unplea-

sant and they are ungrateful

[2nd variety of KAKARETU, BIRDS]

(KARETU)

This kind of Karetu bird is *a little tall. They are cither whit«,

black, brown or of various colours. They are not fair iu Appearance.

They have long beaks, long necks and legs. They have broad wings-

with rough feathers! Their cry is vary unpleasant. They swiftly fly

high an the sky. They often quarrel amongst themselves. They would

fight with smaller birds and injure1 them. -unnecessarily.' They are uii-

f itvfoE.'ttamingjand ib.id smell would be' -coming out o'f t'hoir bodies.

They live always in foresta; and

-

: invariably , eat flesh. The Karetu and

Jyar-Karetu birds should not be trained, and kept in houses. U'hofr

utmost age is 2 years. Owing m nature and creed, they arc called

.Tamasa-Albania or inferior in 3rd class.
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34th group.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF HERON AND

DARVAGHATA BIRDS.

Each of Heron and Darvaaghata birds are two in varietieB.

They are either white, black, blue, or brown in eokmr. The herott

birds are a little tall with long legs, 'long beaks and very long necks

and small eyes. Their cry is very unpleasant and their ^ppsarance is

ugly. Their feathers are very rough. They are dull- natured. They are

afraid of big noises and hunting. They eat flesh and grains etc.They

stoop to do mean actions as they are mean- minded. Those which have

one' unifrom and single colour are very stout in their youth and

they always cohabit with their female birds. Their varieties are

mentioned below:-—

[1st variety of HERON BIRDS]

(LOHAPRISHTA)

This variety of heron bird is white in colour throughout with

black coloured wings. They have very long legs, and necks and stout

tails. Their cry is awkward. They become stout in their youth. They

slowly fly m the air. 'Though they fly in the air collectively, they

quarrel amongst themselves at times. They are less impatient and

very passionate. They are dull-natured birds and they sleep a little

in day times. They would prove to be successful and grateful if they

are trained with great difficulty. They always live in cool" places.

Their bodies are smooth and their eyes bocome red when they are

impatient.
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[2nd variety of HEEON BIRDS]

(KURANTAKA)

This kind of heron bird has black body and white wings. Some

have various coloured dots. They have broad wings and their legs

are neither too tall nor too short. They fly in the' air very swiftly.

They possess long nails and Bhort necks. Their cry is a little pass-

able. They 'are fond of living in houses also. They always follow

their female birds owing to extreme passion. They are neither too

stout nor too lean. 'They are much afraid of ram, and cool winds.

They play, cheerfully, both in mornings and evenings. There are

many varieties of heron birds in forests possessing the same nature,

colour, and qualities. Their utmost age is 2| ye'ars,

,

[1st variety of DARVAGHATA BIRDS]

(DARYAGHATA)

These kinds of Daravaghata, birds are brown in colour having

white wings. They have either red or white dots on their bodies.

They have long legs, small beaks, broad wings, and beautifu1 cry.

They are stout in the spring season, lik<a peacocks, They like to dwell

is houses. They amuse people by exhibiting their skill of play. Th.6y

collectively, fly in the air. They have extreme passion. They take a

litte food and are less impatient.

[2nd variety of DARVAGHATA BIRDS]

(SATAPATRA)

These kinds of Satapatra birds are whitish-black in colour

w ;.th red beaks and reddish legs. They have various coloured big
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spots on their broad wings LLka peacocks. Those birds, which do not

poBsoBH such spots on their wings, at leist have varioas coloured dots

on their bodied, JClie SaUpUsra birds are geaerally stout. They live

in houses and hear awssb words. Thsy dinoe in various ways. Their

cry is cheerful, and they would become more stout in the spring

season. They are easily trainable. After training, they can speak a

few words- They lika to live in cool and shady places. There are

many varieties of Di.rva.gb.ata birds possessing the same nature, and

qualities in forests. The female birds too do resemble the male ones

in all respects. They are calm-na'iKed birds and they can dan Ce more

beautifully. Their utmost age is % years. Owing to nature and

creed, they are considered to be Taraasa Adharaa or inferior in 3rd

class.

ic

35th GEO P.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF WAG TAILS, SKY LARKS,

AND KALINGA BIRDS.

There are 2 varities of Wag-tail and Sky-lark birds and 3 of

Kalinga birds. Thoy all live, generally, in forests. They are oalm-

natured birds. Though they are different in colours (their nature and

qualities are the same. They have small bodies and their cry is plea-

Bent. Their play in various moles attracts everybody's mind. They

have extreme passion in spring and winter seaaons.Thei* youth begins

in the twelth month when they would cohabit with female birds and

and give pregnancy to them.
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[1st variety of WAGTAILS.}

(KHANJAEITA)

These varieties of Wag tails are jet black in colour and having

very long tails. They have smooth bod ins and beautiful wings. They

fly collectively,quickly and high in the sky. They desire to live iu shade.

They are afraid of people They are very quiet and begin to speak a few

words when fully 'trained. Their walk is beautiful. They are ever

cheerful They often drink water when hungry and thirsty. They are

easily capturable. They eat flesh, frutts.curd and grains etc.They would

ever be following their female birds owing to extreme pission- They

are good to all birds. Their cry will show the foroooming 'good or

bad to people.

[2nd variety of WAG TAILS]

(KUAN JAN A)

Those varieties of Wag* tails are deep bule in colour and a

little tall in size. They have long beaks, broad wings, and they be-

autifully cry. They fly, collectively, to a great distance in the sky.

They live in. cool places and they are »f raid of great noia«s. They are

easily obtainable <uid trainable. They have a little of pnsp.ion and

•floated haughtiness. They play well, collectively, both in mornings

and evenings. Some have red dots on their bodies, rod beaks and

reddish legs. They always wander with their female birds iu their

youth.

[1st variety of SKY LAKKSJ

(WAGHIIATA)

This variety of . Sky lark is whitish-black in colour. There
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appear many reel dots on their bodies. They have'red beaks, a little

long legs, short tails and smooth bodies^ They like to dwell in good-

sceuted trees. They cannot withstand hunger, thrist, hot Sun and

cool winds. They often play in water in day time. Their cry is plea-

sant in the Spring season. They are fond of music. They are easily

|rainabl§

.

[2nd variety of SKT L IRKS

J

(BHABADWAJA)

These kinds of Sky larks are blue in odour with white dots

on their bodies. They are a little tall. Their beaks are also white.

They have short tails, short legs and braod wings. They live always

in trees possessing good flowers. Naturally, they have good smell.

Their cry is very cheerful. They have strong memory and are easily

trainable. They are fond of playing in water. They have long sight.

They amuse people. They are fond of hunting. They have also

other good qualities. They are more or less ornaments of houses.

[1st variety of KALINGA BIKDS]

(KALINGA) t.*i.+

They are black in colour with black tails, yellowish wings and

necks. They are short bodied and calm-natured birds. They are much

bloated with haughtiness in Spring Season and they play in various

modes. They increase passion of people. Their .eyes are blood-red

when angry. They desire to dwell .ia shades always. They are afraid

of great noises. They are keen and clever. They eat fruits and

flesh etc.,
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[2nd variety of KALINGA BIRDS].

(BHRINGA-WREN)

These kinds of Kalinga Birds are either black or blue in colour

and very small in size.
" They become stout in Spring season and sing

in various ways. Some have white throats. They have glittering

bodies and they sleep in day times. They are kind and grateful. They

eat fruits,flesb, curd, and grains etc. They are very quick and fly,

collectively, in the sky. They are 'devoid of dullness and impatience.

Their eyes are beautiful when they are young- They are afraid of

great noises.

[3rd variety of KALINGA BIRDS]

'DHUMYATA "WHITE THROATED SPARROWS)

This kind of Kalinga bird is of any colour; but, invariably,

their throats are white. They have very long tails and beautiful wings.

They sing songs beautifully. They are beautiful to look at. They often

produce Chun- Chun noise even when they are flying in the sky. The

peoples passion increases when they see these birds with the female

ones. They live by the side of water and often drink water in sum-

mer. Their bodies would be faded on account of excess of Sun's heat

during day times. They have a little of sleep and impatience. Though

they are a little impatient, their eyes are red. They can speak a few

words when trained well. They have many other good qualities. They

are greateful- Their female birds too resemble their male ones in all

respects. They are easily obtainable and trainable as they are very

calm-natured. They would often play in various ways. Their utmost
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age is 2 1 years. Owing to nature and creed, thay are called Tamasa

Adhama or inFerior in 3rd class.

y

86th GROUP.

GENE llAL DESCRIPTION OE PLAVA AND 5 OTHER BIRDS.

There are many varieties of Plava, Tittiri, Kukkubha, Lava,

Koyashti and Harita birds; but most important variety for each kind

o? bird is d*Ririb3l b^low- They are either black, white, red or brown,

or of coropound colours. They are said to be domestic aud very calm-

naturea birds. At times, they sing songs and live collectively in the

shade of trees- They are keen and clever, easily trainable and very

grateful Their prime youth begins in their first ye.tr. In Winter aud

Spring seasons, they cohabit with their female ones and give pregnancy

to them. Their varieties are mentioned below:—

PLAVA BIRDS.

They have blood-red eyes, white coloured bodies, and small

wings. Some have red dots on their bodies. They look at the sky.

They live collectively- They are calm-natared and grateful birds.

They sleep a little in day times. They play in water, in the mid-day

and generally play on land and sky both in mornings and evenings.

Their cry is pleasant. They eat fruits, grains, curd and milk etc.

TITTIRI BIRDS.

They have white coloured necks, and they are either black,
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red, or brown in colour. They can speak a few words when trained

well. They are very ealm-rmtured birds- They fly to a great distanee

both, in mornings and evenings with their group. They are clever and

easily .trainable. They are ever happy. They are very stout and strong

in Spring season. "They never seperates from their female birds

owing to extreme passion. They are not impatient.

KUKKUBHA. BIRDS.

They are brown coloured and sfcout'bodied birds. They have long

tails, lean legs and broad wings. They are calm-natured and beautiful

ones to look at. They are easily trainable and can play in various

ways with pleasant cry. They increase passion to young human couples-

LAVA BIRDS.

They are white -bodied and black-winged or black bodied and

white-winged ones. They are always with combination of ary two

colours in their bodies and wings. They are smooth and calm nsitured.

During mid-day their bodies fade and they sleep for some time- They

are much passionate and are always with their female birds. They are

afraid of thunder and their cry is cheerful.

KOYASHTI BIRDS.

There is white colour on the upper portion of their bodies and

Wack on the lower portion or black on the upper portion and white

on the lower, or red on the upper and white on the lower. They are

called Koyashti birds. They are calm natured and grateful om@s.

Their cry is pleasant. They fly in the air with their comrades and play

in various modes. They are stout in spring season and are always with

their female birds.
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HA.MITA BIRDS.

There is a combination of 3 or 4 colours oa their bodies. They

aiwayB live by the side of mountains crying pleassantly. They become

stout in rainy season and their cry is long aadlouL They play in vari-

ous modw both in water and on land, in daytime. They are easily

oapturabla and trainable. They fade on account of hot Sun and they

are afraid of hunting;, big noises, rain and cold winds. T here are many

hundred of birds, bigger and smaller than sparrows, differing in colo-

urs, nature and qualities.

CONCLUSION:—

All kinds of birds ace said to be the ornaments of trees. The

organs of male and female birds of any kind from Swan to Harita-

cmes eoull not be easily seen by naked eye- The male and female

birds could not easily be ^identified. Their menstrual course could

not be spert by human beings. But, everything could be seen and

identified of all animals previously mentioned. Unless people move

very closely and minutely with all the animals and birds, they can

not understand their nature, qualities, intercourse time., the method

of cohabitation, various methods of lonely plays, bad and good tem-

per, poriod of pregnancy, and sfgns of abhortion etc. Though all the

animals and birds, are, naturally bad in temper, they could be turned

afi »V)od _ones by good training. The animels and birds which are

good and friendly among themselves, should be grouped in one place

and those which are bad enemical amongst themselves, in another

plnco. They must be kept in palaces, gardens, halls, cages, and by the

Bide of tanks and wells. The different kinds of food should be given
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to them as per their desire according to the changes of seasons and

climate and thus, be protected well. The main nature and qualities of

the main breeds of all animals and bird i have been described in this

Zoology and those of the mixed breed of animals and birds, may be

learnt by intelligent parsons. Owing to the living of all animals and

birds by the side of rivers and lakes and in forest*, mountains,

trees and lakes and rivers, their nature, colour and qualities do differ

from those, which live in towns, palaces, and gardens and other places.

They have been described in this work to some extent. Detailed

description in fall may be learent from the learned Pandits.

BY THE ORDER OF THE KINQ SAUDA DEVA,

i (author) have;written THIS BOOK, WHICH IS

A SUN'S RACE TO HIS LOTUS MIND

— I=T—

•

END OF SECOND PAET CONTAINING- THE -'DESCRItTlOS

OF THE BIED8 IN THE ZOOLOGY OF HAMSA

JffiVA OFMANDAKA VILLAGE.

[finis]
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Statistical Table of Animals andBirds
ACCORDING TO THIS

MRIGA-PAKSHI-SASTRA

OR

ZOOLOGY
OF

Hamasadeva, A Jain Author of

13th century A. D.



STATISTICAL TABLE-

No.ot groups 1 Name ot animals"
or chapters 1 and birds

No.ot varieties ot |

animais & birds, i

(i)

Main colour

1

1st group

2nd group

3rd group

4fch. group

5th group

Lions

Tigers

Hyenas

Bears

Rhinoceroses

6 varieties Golden colour, whitish
brown, or whitish red

3 varieties Yellowish red or golden
colour.

2 varieties

3 varieties

6th group Elephants

7th group Horses

8th group Camels

9th group

10th group

11th group,

12th group

13th group

14th group

15th group

Asses

Boars

Buffaloes

Bullocks]

Cows
i

Goats

Deer

16th group
j
Sabaries

17th group

18 tb group

Monkeys

Jackals

Blackish red or yellow-
ish red.

Black or blackish white.

2 varieties Black

13vaneties Black

.

7 varieties Waite, red, Black or
various colours.

t'eriod and ti

ohheirfuli yo

5 "

6-12 year

6-30 yeai

6-9 years

: '-9 years

6-20 years

9-40 years

4 varieties

3 varieties

7 varieties

5 varieties

7 varieties

I
2 varieties

I

!

5 varieties

1-1 varieties

4 varieties

4-16 years.

Red, white or grey (4-16 ye art

Whitish black, ash or
giey

tf-8 years,

Black, white or grey 2-5 years

BIa?k, blackish white, ,4 12 years,

blaakish rod or blue.

|

White, red black, grey !
''-1-112 years.

j

or various colours i

do

do

4-12 years.

2-7 years.

lied, golden colour or ^~7 years.

blackish red.

Red. blacks white or

blackish red.

8 varieties
Bed,black,white or grey

6 varieties Yellowish red, grey or
' whitish blaok.

3-7 years.

2-7 years.

2-7 years.



STATISTICAL TABLE,

hill piission

6

Kainy season

Rainy ami
Autumn.

do

Spring

Summer

Spring and
rainy

D*Uvary ' (Whcthei quiet hot » Saw i 6t TT^SwiT
time I temper or <1UU

J „ caste | age
' "'"8 """ " -——

(2)

Spring

9-13 months.

9*10 months'.

do

'do

10rl2month».

21-24months.

lC-!2months

Wmter do

Rainy KeaMjili 0-lQmo«.th&.

Hot; temper

Oruel temper

Bad temper

Hot temper

r l
9

Superior in

2nd class

Middle in

2nd class

Inferior in

2nd class

Inferior

10

Main
food

Winter

do

do

'

do

Fpring and
Autumn

do

-'4 months.

10-11 months

do

A-utumn and
"Winter.

Hairy season

9-10 months-

4-5 mouths

do

do

8-4 months

4-0 months.

Oruel temper

Calm temper;

do

do

D»U nature

Bad temper

Calm temper

do

do

do

do

do

Gruel temper

Gunning

Inferior in

3rd class

Superior in

2ud class

i
ao

Superior ia

\ "3td class

Inferior in

3rd class

do

Inferior in

2nd class

Superior in

2nd class

do

20 years

16 years

14 yeara

14 years

32 years

n

Flesh

do

do

do

do

100y«ears Sugarcane etc

25 years Grass etc

30 years: Morgosa
leaves etc

12 years Grass etc.

10 years R00ts etc.

'20 years G.rass straw

20 years do

20 years

Middle in 9 years

2nd class,

do 9 years

do 9 years

Inferior iu

3rd class

do

10 years

10 years

do

Grass etc

do

do

Fruits grain

Flesh



(3)
STATISTICAL 'TABLE-

T31>oTgronp*~ I Name~ofanfmil3 ""iNo.ot varieties of
|

'" "
' _—--_-—~

or 'chapters 1 and birds UmmMS & birds, i
Mam colour

19th group

20th group

21st group

22nd group

23rd group

5 varieties^tits

Rats, Hares 4,1, varieties

Wolves, DogB 3,6-,varieties

Swan

Ruddy geese

7 varieties

3 varieties

24th group Crane & 4Mher'biid.-5 2 varieties
° each

25th group
|

Carnda, Hawks
1

3,2, Vfi,rieties

'26th group,

White, black, grey or

yellowish browa

Black, whitish black
white or grey.

Red, black, white grey
and various colours

i

White or ithifcish blue.

White red or blackish
red.

White black or blue.

Period and time
of theirfuli youil
'"" ""

_
Sj

_____

1-2-8 years.

8-J6month

2-7 years.

2-5 years*

11*5 years.

1 1-5 years,

White red or whitish
J

'2-6 years,
black

27th group

1
28th group

Eagles, Cranes 4,4,varieties (White black red or 2 6\\ears

|

blackish red

Crows 12 varieties

wls»Kausikai.irds 3,4,varieties

29th group
: Parrots, Cuckoos 3.4,varieties

3Qih group

31st group

32nd group

Peacocks

Biack jot. bi.'ick

blue blackish white

Blackish red biack

brown red

Green bluo.blackish rod

blackish white,

6 varieties ' Blue green red

la -3 years

1J-3 years.

lJ-3 yen rs.

li--> years.

I
i -4 years.

Pigeons, Blnejaysj 3,2, varieties I Blueish green grey blue 1-2 years,

Cocks •I varieties Whitish red brown 1-2 years.!

33rd group. SprroWsKarkaretu

Birds

34th group Haron,narwadiat.i 2 varieties

2 varieties

35ch group

36tb group

WagtailsSkylarl

PalvaA other birb *

White, black or brown

White, biack, blue or

brown.

2,3, varieties Black, blue, whifcish-

I black.

— Blackjwhtte, red or
' brown.

1-2 years. ;

j

1-2 years,
j

1-2 years.

1-2 years.



TiJimj h

i.i

Spring

10
.. «... . !

imi
- .

i «*n,«r or dug I ' «V I i» 1E5?

Mean nature'4- ; > mortthp, iMmkt in

8t| <$ai«

'
Hr»iuy niul <snc Tur.ntb, fBnd temper

'

do
Winter I / \

tU .34 iHfttttWCrael temper 1 Superior in
..; /" OaUii temper %4 ©iwa

.-Awtoiijaff
:

'! f>»e month

I;. ' 1

Spring j
do

!

Spring and '

. .
<to

Buttmuftr

do do

8llt1,J« |€6I#^I $0

s:\t- -::

j I

1

'

'

'

jSruny.sesroii, '. «to

I Winter

i

i- pring and
j

I Summer
I

|
Sweimer and
iltaby fleapon

i

,; Winter

1 Always

do

! do

I

Wmtor swid

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

Bttll Rftfcttrfe

do

do

Calm, temper

do

do

Dull nature

do

do

Calm temper

do

•*«W»**«*)k_3T

Supeirfor in it years
Steel qkss

&0

do

Middle in

2nd okas

Middle in

3rd &b&&

Inferior in

»Sfd class

do

Superior in,

2nd class

do

0y«a»

BymtB

10 years

8 years

4 years

5 years piegfe, f^

&&» ,r

'

Grain ete

Grain Flesh
years

5 years

5 years ^imh ^
6 years MiMe8ll

Flesh food
iojseots

6 years

do 3 years

Superior in

3rd class

Middle in

3rd class

2^years

2j4years

Inferior in J2j4yeare

3rd class

Superior in

3rd class

do1

2j^years

2j^years

do

do
i

Flesh insects,

do

do

i

do

Fruits etc






